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SEC/CONFIDENTIAL 30 June 196?

CONFERENCE OF THE EIGHTEEN-NATION COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT

Situation Report No. 25

(18 May - 29 June 196?)

General Observations

The question of non-proliferation has occupied the Conference almost

exclusively. Sweden, however, also stressed the importance and relationship

of an underground test ban, and passing references were made to the Latin

American Treaty and a fissionable material cut-off. An Indian proposal to

schedule one day a week for other topics was not accepted by the Co-Chairmen.

Parallel with the meetings of the ENDC, the CoyChairmen have been

negotiating privately in an effort to agree on a joint draft of a treaty.

The negotiations have taken longer than expected, among other reasons

because the Middle East crisis has apparently delayed the taking of

decisions in the major capitals.

While hopes for the submission of a joint draft treaty immediately

on the resumption of the Conference on 18 May did not materialize, the

general atmosphere has further improved since the first part of the session

and the rapprochement between the two principal parties has been generally

acknowledged. Italy, in marked contrast to its attitude before the recess,

has expressed satisfaction with .changes made in the still unpublished

draft. Privately, delegations continued to be hopeful that a joint draft,

perhaps without the safeguards Article 3, would be submitted soon, a.

compromise apparently having been found on the provisions regarding

amendments in Article 4,

There has been only a passing mention of Vietnam, no explicit reference

to FRG and no mention of the Middle East. In fact, successive statements

by Warsaw Pact powers have become milder as regards references to Vietnam

and the FRG. The only references to the thermo-nuclear test by the PRC was

a brief remark by the Indian representative that it would not cause India

to embark on a nuclear weapons programme. This test has, if anything,

underlined the urgency of an early agreement on a non-proliferation treaty.

The question of peaceful nuclear explosions received more attention

than any other aspect of non-proliferation. The Soviet Union and the United

States together with their allies (except Romania which has not yet spoken

in the debate this year, and Italy which did not mention the subject) seem

to be in basic agreement that the acquisition of the ability to conduct
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peaceful nuclear explosions by non-nuclear powers would be tantamount to
proliferation of nuclear weapons. They have urged that provisions for the
nuclear powers to conduct such explosions for non-nuclear powers should be
embodied in a separate agreement. Mexico and Sweden supported this position,

while Brazil and India insisted on their right to conduct peaceful nuclear

explosions by their own national means.
The question of agreement on controls or safeguards appears to be the

most difficult aspect of non-proliferation both for the nuclear powers and

the non-nuclear powers. The nuclear powers have not succeeded in reaching
agreement because the Western powers wish to reserve some role for Euratom
controls for a transitional period, while the Eastern powers appear to insist
on solely IAEA safeguards. The non-aligned states and Canada (after a
transitional period) all favour IAEA controls, but they insist that there
should be no discrimination between nuclear and non-nuclear states in the

application of these controls.
The abnence of a common position among the : non-aligned states has

become more marked than in the previous session in the earlier part of the

year, and fewer references were made by them to their previous joint

memoranda. Brazil and India appear to be at one end of the spectrum,

Mexico and Sweden at the other, with the other non-aligned states in between.

Ethiopia has not yet spoken in the debate this year. Switzerland for the
»/

first time outlined its views to the members of the EHDC.
Despite the substantial differences, the Conference has been marking time

in an atmosphere of subdued confidence. The Johnson-Kosygin meetings have

reinforced the underlying mood of confidence and have confirmed hopes that

active and detailed discussion of the formal provisions of a joint draft

non-proliferation treaty can begin in the ENDC in the course of July.

The Head of the Swiss Federal Political Department, speaking at a lunch
for members of the ENDC on 29 May, said that Switzerland was closely
following the non-proliferation proceedings since the treaty would also
affect Switzerland. The effectiveness of the treaty would depend on its
universality, the prospects of which would be improved if the pre-
occupations of countries were taken into account. Although negative
and restrictive in its purposes, he felt that the treaty should be
welcomed as a step to disarmament. Care should be taken that the treaty
would not restrict peaceful uses, and control provisions should be
equitable. Switzerland also hoped that the treaty would oblige nuclear
powers not to increase the number or power of their nuclear weapons
and to embark on a reduction of them.
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TON-PROLIFERATION

Basic Approach

All speakers stressed the urgency of early agreement on a non-

proliferation treaty, and several expressed their concern at the delay in

the submission of a joint draft by the Go-Chairmen.

Bulgaria stressed that the rapid development of nuclear technology

and the evolution of the international situation might make this the last

chance to agree on non-proliferation - the present rapprochement between

the United States and the Soviet Union's positions favoured agreement.

Czechoslovakia believed that delay would make agreement more difficult.

Italy considered that the relaxed atmosphere of the Conference

favoured agreement. The United Kingdom stressed that its support for a

treaty had not been weakened by its application for membership of the

European Communities although it was natural that as an applicant it must

have regard to the effect of the Treaty on its European neighbours.

If there were more delay the world might lose faith in the EHDC and attempts

might be made to establish another disarmament forum with different

participants.

Mexico considered that an imperfect treaty with even a limited

number of signatories would be better than no treaty at all.

Principle Prohibitions

The Soviet Union and the United States stressed that the treaty must

prohibit the transfer and acquisition of nuclear weapons and explosive

devices.

Peaceful Aspects

(i) Peaceful nuclear explosions

The question of peaceful explosions has occupied most time since the

session resumed. The Soviet Union, the United States, the United Kingdom

and Canada stated that since there was no difference in principle between

military and peaceful nuclear explosive devices, the treaty should prohibit

the non-nuclear powers from acquiring the latter. They also suggested

that the question of peaceful nuclear explosions should be dealt with in a

separate agreement.

The U.S. recalled its offer to provide explosive services to non-

nuclear powers under non-discriminatory international agreements, and agreed

with the USSR that equitable procedures for co-operation on peaceful

explosions should be developed in full consultation with the non-nuclear

powers. The U.S. asserted that there was no economic justification for



independent development of peaceful devices when countries could share the

benefits of peaceful explosions without bearing billions of dollars in

research and development costs. It said the United States considered a

rejection of a ban on the spread of nuclear explosive devices tantamount

to rejection of a treaty banning the spread of nuclear weapons, while those

choosing to participate in a treaty would also be able to participate in

expanding peaceful uses and explosions.

The USSR agreed that the issue of peaceful explosions should be solved

without prejudice to non-nuclear countries. It felt the issue was raised

by certain circles to delay a non-proliferation treaty. Poland also

believed the issue of peaceful nuclear explosions was hampering progress

on the treaty. Together with Bulgaria it considered that such explosions

were technically and economically distant in time and were unlikely to

become a normal industrial device. Poland also felt that acquisition of

peaceful nuclear explosives would generate mistrust and lead to a

regional arms race in nuclear devices.

Sweden, agreeing that the technologies were identical for both

peaceful explosions and nuclear weapons, stated that the former must be

subjected to acceptable, safe and equitable international regulations.

It held that countries which opposed a ban on peaceful explosions, like

Brazil and India, were arguing more from the standpoint of the need

to enjoy the benefits of non-discriminatory access to peaceful devices,

than from that of the need for their independent manufacture p_ejr se.

Thus, if assurances could be given as to the equitable use of peaceful

devices, a prohibition in the treaty "to manufacture nuclear devices which

might be used as a nuclear weapon" might be acceptable to all. Welcoming

the United States' offer to provide explosive devices through an international

body, Sweden suggested that all such devices be committed to a formal

pool for allocation to interested customers by the international body. It

might be fruitful to treat the question of peaceful explosions separately

from the question of non-proliferation and to consider it in the rightful

context of a comprehensive test ban, which would prohibit all nuclear

explosions. A separate agreement would provide exemptions for peaceful

explosions under proper international licensing for both nuclear and non-

nuclear powers. Although explosive stocks would remain with the nuclear

powers no private or national discretionary power would have the right to give

final authorization for peaceful explosions5 this right would rest solely

with an international organization, perhaps the IAEA.
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Mexico shared Sweden's view that, while the treaty should permit the

use of such explosions, the manufacture of peaceful nuclear devices by

non-nuclear countries should be prohibited. An international regime could

be agreed upon for conducting nuclear explosions through the IAEA under

its present or an enlarged statute, either alone or in association with

other organizations5 alternatively, a political organ of the UN could be

ussd, with IAEA technical assistance5 or one or more international

organizations could function as clearing houses or pools. Those alternatives

ought to be studied, possibly by experts under the auspices of the EE1DC.

Brazil and India strongly opposed any ban on the carrying out of

peaceful explosions by non-nuclear powers and argued that developing

countries were in particular need of the benefits of peaceful nuclear

explosions. They agreed that such explosions should be subjected to

stringent international control but insisted on the right to manufacture

or import such devices for their own use. India maintained that complete

international control on manufacture and use of nuclear explosive devices

should be applicable to all states.

(ii) Peaceful uses of Atomic Energy

The Soviet Union and the United States agreed that the treaty r̂auid" net

deprive non-nuclear states of the benefits of nuclear power for economic

development, but would in fact facilitate peaceful development of nuclear

energy for all countries. The UK, Canada. Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia and

Poland agreed with this view.

The United Kingdom urged the creation of a comprehensive international

system for the control of peaceful nuclear energy, and the strengthening

of existing international machinery to deal with aspects including peaceful

explosions, free exchange of technical information, free and safe flow of

nuclear material and the establishment of advanced reactors anywhere

under safeguards.

Brazil, referring to the argument that non-nuclear powers would benefit

by not diverting resources to nuclear weapons, observed that this would not

by itself produce capital and skill required for peaceful applications.

MexLco, Poland, Sweden and the United Kingdom were agreed that non-nuclear

powers would suffer no handicap in the peaceful development of nuclear

technology by not manufacturing nuclear weapons, as was demonstrated by the

experiences of the civilian nuclear powers. The UK said it had found from

its own experience that spin-off benefits were negligible.
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(iii) Safeguards

The Soviet Union said the acceptance of reliable controls was necessary

and called for the compulsory and effective application of solely IAEA

safeguards. Czechoslovakia saw no obstacle to general acceptance of IAEA

safeguards within the context of the treaty, as their application would

not affect in any way the "existing partial inter-governmental arrangements"

in the field of peaceful nuclear co-operation.

The United Kingdom stated that it was natural that countries belonging

to Euratom should try to ensure that a non-proliferation treaty should not

damage the existing fabric of Euratora. A non-proliferation treaty must take

account of the legal obligations of Euratom countries flowing from their

membership of that organization. While sharing this view, Canada observed

that Euratom's international character and legal constitution would require

time for its members to work out arrangements to apply IAEA safeguards to

their nuclear installations. It also said that international safeguards

should apply to all states and not only to the non-nuclear powers.

Sweden asserted that the treaty should provide for a transition from

bilateral and regional controls to international controls, and such

transition should be provided for all countries not only those belonging

to Euratom. Supporting IAEA's safeguards for all, it considered the best

formula for control was a single system universally accepted and applicable.

IAEA should be given overall responsibility for control as soon as possible.

India asserted that control should be universal and non-discriminatory and

argued that if the manufacture of nuclear weapons by all States were prohibited,

it would ensure that fissionable material would be used by all states only

for peaceful purposes.

Balance of Mutual Obligations

The Soviet Union, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia and Poland viewed a non-

proliferation treaty not as an end but as a link in a chain of disarmament

measures designed to eliminate the threat of nuclear war. They favoured

radical disarmament measures, but due to difficulties in negotiating these

measures, priority should be given to a non-proliferation treaty. The

treaty should mention the intent of the parties to put an end to the nuclear

arms race as soon as possible.

The United Kingdom stated that the treaty must contain a provision and

machinery to ensure balanced obligations. It must embrace the concept that

nuclear powers would have to undertake specific disarmament measures, such
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as a freeze in the production of nuclear delivery vehicles and a cut-off of

production in fissile materials and their transfer to peaceful uses through

demonstrated destruction of nuclear warheads. It argued that the review

provision in the treaty would ensure that non-nuclear states would not lose

their bargaining power by signing the treaty. Canada stressed that a

balance of mutual obligations was a necessary element of a non-proliferation

treaty, and stressed a cut-off and transfer of fissionable material to

peaceful purposes. Italy reiterated that a treaty must be a starting point

for halting the nuclear arms race and controlling nuclear weapons pending their

gradual elimination.

Sweden and Mexico, stated that the need to freeze and reverse the arms

race must be recognized in a separate treaty article 5 proambular references

to intended disarmament undertakings by nuclear powers were not enough.

Sweden said that concrete steps were needed to bring about a change in the

psychological climate such as the dismantling of testing laboratories, plans

for an underground test ban and progress towards halting the ABM race.

India said that an article in the treaty stating that "no country shall

henceforth manufacture nuclear weapons" would satisfy the principle of

balance. It urged that a non-proliferation treaty should be integrally

linked to a comprehensive test ban and a freeze of delivery vehicles.

Mexico suggested that to make "vertical" non-proliferation a condition for

"horizontal" non-proliferation would be tantamount to opposing a non-

proliferation treaty. But there was an inevitable link between non-

proliferation and the need to initiate gradual atomic disarmament of the

nuclear powers. It was essential therefore that once the treaty was signed

the nuclear powers should agree to significant reduction of arms, especially

nuclear weapons. Mexico felt such a general treaty article could be more

easily agreed upon than a list of specific measures.

Security Guarantees

The United Kingdom stressed that the Treaty must recognize the concept

of security guarantees to non-nuclear powers. It held that the nuclear powers

must provide through the machinery of the United Nations security guarantees

to any non-nuclear power desiring them. Italy stressed that the treaty

must be an effective means leading to a situation in which the nuclear and

non-nuclear countries could find the same degree of security and guarantees

of peace and progress. In Italy's view those who renounce nuclear weapons

had the right freely to decide what was essential for their own security

and progress, while having due regard for what was needed for relaxation

of tension, international co-operation and peace.



The Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia and Poland felt that the conclusion of

a treaty would contribute towards strengthening international security by

preventing non-nuclear countries from participating in the nuclear arms

race and initiating a measure designed to reduce the threat of nuclear war.

The treaty should include an article prohibiting the use of nuclear weapons

against a territory without nuclear weapons and should enshrine the right of

states to establish such nuclear free zones. In addition, Poland maintained

that the security preoccupations of the non-aligned non-nuclear countries

could not now be met to the satisfaction of all but they would certainly

not be met by the acquisition of nuclear weapons. Security was of universal

concern and it could be best dealt with through a global effort, preferably

through the United Nations.

Mexico also felt it was essential that the nuclear powers should

undertake not to use or threaten to use nuclear weapons against States

which did not have such weapons on their territory.

India stated that the nuclear powers had not given effective and

credible consideration to the security of the non-aligned. It believed

that the treaty could not solve the problem of security unless it embodied

an article obliging the nuclear powers to negotiate a programme for

reducing nuclear stockpiles and delivery vehicles.

Miscellaneous provisions

Poland favoured a treaty provision on nuclear-free zones. It noted that

the Rapacki Plan and the Latin American Treaty obliged nuclear powers to

respect the status of the zone and not to use nuclear weapons against

signatories.

Mexico and Sweden felt that the treaty should incorporate an article

on the riRht of withdrawal if signatory countries considered that insufficient

progress had been made by the nuclear powers on disarmament. An article

to this effect would serve as an instrument of political pressure on the

nuclear powers.

OTHER COLLATERAL MEASURES

Gut-Off

Sweden suggested that non-proliferation, a cut-off and a comprehensive

test ban should be discussed simultaneously. Canada believed that a

cut-off of production of fissionable materials and their transfer to

peaceful uses should follow a non-proliferation treaty. It stated that

verification of a cut-off was relatively simple and would not endanger



Soviet secrets or security. Outdated notions of preserving military

secrets impeded progress in disarmament.

Test Ban

Sweden stressed that a comprehensive test ban was important both for

non-proliferation and in itself. It stated that scientific developments

in detection and identification had made it possible to agree on

verification without on-site inspection. Latest procedures provided a

statistical probability of mistaking earthquakes for underground explosions

only once in fifteen or more years. Sweden thought the time was ripe for a

new discussion of the political sufficiency of the current seismological

verification potential. There was widespread opinion that it was not the

question of control but rather political considerations which were holding

up agreement 5 It requested frank declarations from the nuclear powers in the

EHDC. Their statements would be important for the non-nuclear powers who

would be asked to sign away for ever under a non-proliferation treaty

their right to test as well as to manufacture nuclear devices.
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Report on the effects and implications of nuclear weapons

The second series of meetings of the experts,
appointed by the Secretary-General in pursuance of General
Assembly resolution 2162A (XXI) to assist him in the prep-
aration of a report on the effects of the possible use of
nuclear weapons and on the security and economic implications
for States of the acquisition and further development of these
weapons, were held in Geneva from 26 June to 5 July 1967.
All the twelve experts attended the meetings. Dr. Onitiri
of Nigeria missed the first few meetings because of illness
which delayed his arrival in Geneva.

The object of the second series of meetings was
essentially to draft the various Sections of the Report.
At the first series of meetings, held in Geneva from 6-10
March, it had been agreed that the Report would consist of
the following three Sections:

Section I

Section II -

Section III -

Effects of the possible use of nuclear
weapons

Economic implications for States of the
acquisition and further development of
nuclear weapons

Security implications for States of the
acquisition and further development of
nuclear weapons

It had further been agreed at the first series of
meetings that preliminary drafts of the three Sections would
be prepared and circulated before the next series of meetings.
It had also been decided that while most of the experts would
make valuable contributions to the different Sections, it would
be necessary, from the point of view of orderly and practical
modalities, to have one or two experts responsible for the
coordination and the initial editing of the different Sections
on the basis of the!discussions held in March and further con-
tributions from the experts.
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When we convened in Geneva on 26 June, the situation
concerning the preliminary drafts of the various Sections was
as follows:

Section I

The task of editing this Section had been entrusted
to Professor Emê yanov (USSR) and Sir Solly Zuckerman (UK).
These two experts had prepared an initial outline even before
we left Geneva in March and the group had generally endorsed
this outline. During April and May, several of the other
experts submitted very useful and constructive material for
inclusion in this Section. Furthermore, Professor Emelyanov
and Sir Solly Zuckerman met in Warsaw in late April and agreed
on the form and content of this Section. The draft of this
Section was received in the Secretariat early in June and was
circulated to all the experts.

Section II

Dr. G. Renders (Norway) and Dr. Onitiri (Nigeria)
were responsible for the preliminary drafting of Section II on
the economic implications. Here again, several of the experts
submitted very useful information which was put together by
Dr, Banders and circulated to all the experts by mid-June.

Section III

This Section, dealing with the security implications,
had not been drafted before we met in Geneva for the second
series of meetings. In March it had been agreed that the two
experts entrusted with it, namely, Dr. Fehrm (Sweden) and
Dr. Sarabhai (India), would prepare a short paper on the basis
of the initial discussions in Geneva and circulate the paper to
all the others for their observations. A draft was prepared by
Dr. Fehrm and Dr. Sarabhai and circulated early in May, but there
were so many amendments and objections to it that we had to start
more or less from scratch when we met in Geneva for the second time.

The second series of meetings in Geneva proved to be
mainly a drafting session. Apart from very few formal meetings
of the group, most of the time was spent in informal consultations
and drafting. As was to be expected, the Section on security
implications was the most difficult and controversial one and,
considering the delicate and sensitive nature of the issues
involved, it must be held to the credit of the experts that
they were able finally to agree tentatively to a draft for this
part of the Report.
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The present situation with regard to the Report is
as follows:

1) Section I, on the effects of the use of nuclear
weapons, is more or less final and the only question
that remains is that of the Annexes. Dr. Sella,
Secretary of the Scientific Committee on the Effects
of Atomic Radiation, was with me in Geneva and con-
tributed considerably in finalizing this Section.
I enclose (Annex I) a copy of the final draft which
needs only very slight editorial and typographical
correction.

2) Section II, on the economic implications, is final
as far as the substance in it is concerned. However,
this needs considerable editorial work to make it
intelligible to the ordinary reader for whom the
Report is intended. I enclose the present text
(Annex II). I am confident that such editorial work
as is needed can be undertaken by offices in the
Secretariat.

3) I enclose (Annex III) the present draft of Section III
on security implications. Further drafting changes,
agreed to at our meeting on Wednesday last, will be
incorporated by Sir Solly Zuckerman, who has been
entrusted with the task of preparing the final draft
which will be considered at our next meeting.
I expect to get the draft from him in about two
weeks.

k) It has been agreed that the next and final series of
meetings will be held in New York from 2-6 October.
¥e had earlier thought of meeting in New York from
28 August - 3 September but most of the experts
indicated that they would have serious difficulty,
in view of other engagements, in keeping to this
time-table and therefore we had to agree on a later
date. Ttfhile this postponement is unfortunate, I am
confident that the Report will be distributed as a
document of the Assembly before the First Committee
begins its work in October.

It will be necessary to have an Introduction to the
Report. This will be drafted in due course and submitted to the
Secretary-General along with the final drafts of the various
Sections of the Report.

Before I left Geneva, a few of the experts, who expect
to be in Stockholm in the first week in September to attend the
Pugwash meeting, asked me if it would not be useful to use that
occasion to have informal discussions concerning the final text
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of the Report. They felt that this would facilitate our work
and avoid further substantive discussions when we meet in
New York, They further asked me if it would be possible for
me to come to Stockholm on that occasion. I promised to look
into this matter and write to them in due course.

On the whole, the progress so .far has been satis-
factory and I am confident that we shall have a good Report
to be presented to the Assembly.
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Second Revise 28.6.67

/"This draft does not as yet incorporate all the amendments that
have "been proposed. Nor has it been checked against original
sources_7

Draft Report on the Effects of the Possible Use of Nuclear
Weapons

and

on the Security and Economic Implications of the Acquisition
and Further Development of Nuclear Weapons

Section 1

The Effects of the Possible Use of Nuclear Weapons

Introduction

The enormity of the shadow which is cast over mankind by the

possibility of nuclear war makes it essential that its effects be

clearly and widely understood. It is not enough just to know that

nuclear weapons add a completely new dimension to man's powers of

destruction. Published estimates of the effects of nuclear weapons

range all the way from the concept of the total destruction of

humanity to the belief that a nuclear war would differ from a

conventional conflict, not qualitatively, but only quantitatively.

The situation, however, is not as arbitary as opposing generalisations

such as these might suggest. There is one inescapable and basic

fact. It is that the nuclear armouries which are in being already

contain hundreds of multi-megaton weapons, every one of which has a

destructive power greater than that of all the conventional explosive

that has ever been used in warfare since the time gunpowder was

/discovered.
GE.67-11680



discovered. Were such weapons ever to be used on a wide scale,

hundreds of millions of people might be killed, and civilisation

as we know it, as well as any form of organised community life,

would inevitably come to an end in the countries involved in the

conflict. Those who survived the immediate destruction would be

exposed to fatal or health destroying effects of widely-spreading

radioactive contamination while the genetic material of their

offsprings would suffer unpredictable changes which would become

manifest in the disabilii/ of later generations.

2. This general proposition, whether set out dispassionately in

scientific studies or directed as propaganda, has been proclaimed

so often that its force has all but been lost through repetition.

But its reality is nonetheless so stark that, unless the facts on

which it is based are clearly set out, it will be no more possible

to realise the peril in which mankind now stands, than it will be to

appreciate the economic and -security implications of the further

multiplication and spread of nuclear weapons.

3. The purpose of the first Section of this report is to provide

a picture of the destructive power of nuclear weapons and of the

social consequences of their use. It gives a brief account of the
\

destruction wrought in Hiroshima and Nagasaki by the explosion of

single and relatively small nuclear weapons. These two disasters

are the only examples of the actual use of nuclear weapons in war,

and they provide direct information about the kind of casualties

caused by nuclear explosions. The first section also outlines some

theoretical studies of the physical effects of much larger nuclear

weapons on centres of population and on the civilian economy, as well

as the effect such weapons would have on major military targets.

a /It deals



It deals too with the implications of so-called tactical nuclear

warfare, that is to say of field warfare in which nuclear weapons

are used. To achieve a measure of realism, most of these studies

were related to actual, as opposed to hypothetical geographical

areas, towns or cities, that is to say cities with a particular

pattern of public services, communications and food supply.

In a widespread exchange of strategic nuclear weapons many cities

would suffer devastation similar to that of the examples studied,

with a cumulative interacting effect which would greatly exceed

the sum of the direct results of individual attacks. Accepting

that an attacker could always have the advantage over a defender,

in terms of surprise and weight of attack, no attempt has "been made

to complicate the general story by discussing the relatively marginal

effects of civil defence or possible ABM defences.

4. Some technical details and general characteristics of nuclear

explosions are set out in Annex I to this Section. The genetic

effects of nuclear radiation are discussed in Annex II.

Hiroshima and Nagasaki

Physical Effects

5. The first atomic bomb to be used in warfare had a yield of about

15 Kilotons (Kt), that is to say it had an explosive force equivalent

to 15,000 tons of conventional chemical explosive (e.g. TNT). It

was detonated at approximately 1,850 feet above Hiroshima on

August 6th 19U5. On August 9th a second atomic device with

approximately the same yield was detonated at about the same

height over Nagasaki. In Hiroshima, destruction was concentric

around the centre of a spreading city whose population was about

300,000. Within two seconds a rapidly growing fireball developed

- /into a



into a mushroom-like oloud, supported, as it were, on a column of

"black smoke, and the heat radiating from the fireball caused thousands

of fires. People exposed in the open were severely burnt at great

distances. The total casualties from the single explosion numbered

about 117,000, including over 78,000 dead, 14,000 missing and 37,000

injured. The surface of domestic ceramic roof tiles melted out to a

distance of about -g- Km from the centre of the disaster; burning

of human skin by direct radiation occurred out to about 2 Km, and

firing of domestic wooden houses, by direct radiation, was observed

up to about li Km.

6. By comparison with Hiroshima, Nagasaki was a narrow city

surrounded by hills and open to the sea in only one direction,

with a population of about 87,000 people living within 3 Km from

the centre. About 27,000 were dead or missing after the explosion;

41,000 were wounded. In Nagasaki, too, though for shorter distances

than in Hiroshima, the surface of domestic ceramic roof tiles melted

as a result of direct radiation and heat.

7. In both towns most of the immediate fatal casualties were caused

by the violent disruption of residential and office buildings.

60,~00 buildings were completely or partially destroyed in Hiroshima.

Wooden houses within 2£ Km radius were carried away, while brick

buildings were turned into heaps of rubble. Severe damage to

houses occurred as far oat as 8 Km. Walls, doors, bricks, glass,

furniture and other debris hurtled through the air, crushing or

damaging everything intheir way. Moderately close to "ground zero",

by which is meant the point on the ground immediately below the

explosion, buildings were pushed over bodily, and at greater

distances were left leaning away from the source of the blast.
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8. No exact information is available concerning the relative

importance of blast, burn and nuclear radiation as a) source of

fatalities in these bombings. Burn injuries constituted the

major problem in medical care and, from the day after the bombing,

accounted for about one half of all the deaths. At' the Kameyama

Hospital in Hiroshima 53 î ei' cent of the patient a who received burns

at 1 Ein died within the first week and 75 per cent within 2 weeks.
o

The thermal energy delivered at this distance was about 30 cal/cm

(see Annex 1). The peak mortality occurred on the fourth day.

Another peak in deaths occurred in the third and the fourth week,

when complications, especially those associated with radiation injury,

set in. Twenty days after the attack it was found that, among

burned survivors, the great majority (80-90 per cent) had suffered

"flash" burns from the immediate absorption of the thermal radiation

of the explosion on the exposed skin; some 5-15 per cent had

suffered both flash and flame burns : a very few (2-3 per cent) had

suffered flame burns only. Pig. 1 shows the relationship between

mortality and casualty rates with distances, in Hiroshima.

METERS 0
MILES 0

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
0.6 1.2 1.9 2.5 3.1

DISTANCE FROM HYPOCENTER

Pig. 1. Relation of mortality and casualty rates to distance,
Hiroshima, o, total casualty rate* X, mortality rate.
At 0.62 mile from hypocenter: X-1, mortality from
burns among people in the open; X-2, mortality from
ionizing radiation among people with shielding.
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9. The heat, nuclear radiation and blast of the explosion rapidly

led to a firestorm in Hiroshima which lasted for about six hours

and which burned out an area of 12 sq. Km of the town. Within about

two to three hours a wind, which started 20 minutes after the

detonation of the bomb, reached a velocity of 30 to kO miles per hour,

blowing towards the burning city from all directions. 70 per cent

of the fire-fighting machines in Fire Brigade stations were rendered

unusable, and 80 per cent of the fire-fighting personnel were unable

to respond to the emergency. The loss of water pressure through the

breaking of pipes, mainly due to the collapse of buildings, contributed

greatly to the addtional destruction by fire. But even if men and

machines had survived the blast, many fires would have been

inaccessible within 1.5 Km from ground-zero.

10. It is estimated that as many as ij.5,000 people were killed in

Hiroshima on the day of the explosion, and that 19*000 died in the

following four months, as a result of traumatic wounds, burns and

radiation effects. Most of the medical facilities in Hiroshima

were in the devastated area of the city, and the methods adopted for

treating casualties were consequently far below standard. Diffi-

culties were aggravated by shortage of supplies and equipment, and

the extraordinary demands made on crippled medical staffs. Next to

immediate medical problems, the most serious challenge to those who

had survived the direct effects of the explosion, were problems of

water supply, housing and food. Electrical distribution systems

suffered severely, first by damage to overhead lines, and secondly,

by damage to switch gear and transformers caused by collapse of the

structures in which they were located. To those who were not

immediate casualties these difficulties compounded the profound

f /psychological



psychological effects of the disaster of which they were part.

Radiation Effects.

11. It has been suspected for some time that exposure to repeated

moderate doses of nuclear radiation is conducive to leukemia, a

disease which is associated with a malignant over-production of

white blood cells. A study of the survivors of the two nuclear

explosions shows that the disease can undoubtedly result from a

large single (acute) dose of radiation. The incidence, of leukemia

in the survivors of Hiroshima and Nagasaki reached a peak in 1950-52

and, although it seems to have decreased somewhat since then, it

atill remains much higher than in the population of the rest of Japan.

Equally there are indications of a trend towards the onset of the

disease at an earlier age among individuals who survived. All

leukemia cases, which could be attributed to radiation, occurred

among individuals who were within about 1-g Km of ground zero. The

incidence in survivors who were within about | Km of the explosion

was up to 50 times greater than in people who were further away.

12. A continuing study of the survivors of the two Japanese

disasters has also suggested an increased incidence for all kinds of

malignant cancer, particularly cancer of the thyroid, and not just

leukemia, which has a much shorter latent inverval. The incidence

of cancer in survivors within 1-g- Km. from the explosion has been

twice as high as in the population of the rest of Japan. There is

also a hint, but as yet no more than a hint, that the average

expectation of life is less in the survivors of the exposed

population whether or not they suffered malignant disease. This

is an effect of radiation damage which has been proved in experimental

animals. The indications are stronger that a significantly high

/proportion



proportion of the babies born to women who were pregnant when

exposed to the explosion, and who survived, developed into mentally

retarded children and even microcephalies. Insufficient time

has passed since the disaster to determine what genetic changes,

if any, were induced in the survivors.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE USE OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS IN FUTURE vVAES

13. In all wars, advancing armies have sought to capture vital

enemy objectives, such as cities, industrial zones and food

producing areas, as well as to command the transport system

linking them. Air warfare has made it possible to attack and

destroy such targets without first defeating the defending

armies. The obliteration of any distinction between the "front"

or the "rear" of a war zone, which came about as a result of the

air offensives of World War II, has now been compounded by the

advent of nuclear weapons. Those who defined the two Japanese

targets for the first and only atomic bombs yet used in war, held

that the bombs should be used to create the maximum psychological

effect, and thus break the will of the Japanese people to continue

the fight. Present day military theorists who write about nuclear

war, speak of attacks on cities taking place simultaneously with,

or even before, attacks on armed forces and specific military targets.

14. It is therefore necessary to build-up a picture of what would

happen if a large city were attacked not with kiloton weapons of the

kind used on the two Japanese towns but with the much more powerful

hydrogen bombs. Hydrogen or fusion bombs (see Annex I ) are

weapons whose yield is usually expressed in megatons, i.e. unit

yields equivalent to one million tons of chemical explosive.

/Since every



Since every city has its own individuality, its own pattern of

services, communications and food supplies, a realistic picture

of what would happen cannot be derived unless one considers

a real city, and analyses the effects zone by zone, taking into

account differences between them in population density, usage and

so on. One such study was made of a city with a population of ove:

one million people which extended in all directions for about 15 to

20 Km. (i.e. with a surface area of some 250 sq.Km or about 100 sq.

miles), attacked, itwas assumtd, with a single one megaton nuclear

weapon, "burst at ground level. Using the experience of Kiroshims

and Nagasaki, and estimating on the basis of the results of careful!

designed weapons effects experiments, the following figures of

casualties emerged.

Killed by blast 270,000
Killed by fallout 90,000
Injured 90,000
Uninjured 710,000

15« Approximately one third of all the inhabitants would have been

killed as a result of blast and fire, or from a radiation, dose

received in the first two days. One-third of a million dead,

is approximately the same number of all civilians who were killed

by air raids both in Germany and in Japan during the whole of

World War II. Practically all the inhabitants of the central
"by

area of the city, an area of about six/ five Km. would have

been killed, mainly as a result of the destruction caused by blast

and fire. Any who were not immediately killed in the central

area would be exposed to intense lethal radiation. At the outer

boundary of this area (Fig. 2) the proportion of casualties in the

population exposed to risk would fall to 75 per cent, and it would

9 /continue
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Fig. 2 Distribution of Casualties.

continue to fall as the distance from the burst increased-. Most of

the 90,000 of the city's population who would have suffered non-lethal

injuries would be serious casualties, and rescue operations would be

much handicapped by radio-active fallout. 20 per cent of the

population who on this particular analysis were not counted as

casualties would have been subject to radioactive fallout hazards.

Only half of the total population would be both uninjured and

unaffected by fallout. (Fig. 3).
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EFFECT ON THE
1.160.000 INHABITANTS

OF

A GROUND BURST MEGATON BOMB

UNINJURED
8 FREE

OF FALLOUT
595.000

Pig. 3 Effects on Inhabitants

16. The scale of the physical destruction which would be associated

with casualties of this order of magnitude is so great that there is

no basis of experience which could serve to help describe the

instantaneous transformation of a vast living city into a sea of

blaming rubble. Every house or building would be damaged; about

one-third would be completely wrecked, i.e. with damage ranging

from utter and complete obliteration, to buildings with more than

half their walls down; another one-third would be severely damaged;

i.e. wrecked for all practical purposes, but perhaps providing some

/temporary



temporary shelter if nothing else were available. Only about

one-third of the original houses would be in any way serviceable,

although they would have lost a great part of their roofs, doors

and windows. (Fig. 5).

EFFECT
A C C O M M O D A T I O N

OF
a

A GROUND BURST MEGATON BOMB
«

« 5* Effects on Accommodation

/and even
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In many areas, water mains, sewers, and power supplies would be

destroyed. There would not be a single area that would retain all

its essential services. (Fig. k) • Roads would have been .erazed

Fig. Services Destroyed

E ELECTRICITY
3 BAKERIES
G GAS
S SEWAGE

W WATER
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aid even the lightly damaged peripheral areas would very likely

be deprived of their water supplies and sources of food supply.

It is all but impossible to conceive of the amount of improvisation

and reorganisation which would be demanded from the shocked

survivors in the period immediately following the attack.

17« Against this background of death, injury, destruction and

fire, one can see the whole life of a gre^t city being completely

disrupted by the explosion of a single megaton bomb. As an

organised unit, capable of contributing to a war effort, it would

cease to exist. The survivors in different parts of the city

would be wandering about trying to find some place better than the

one where they happened to be when the bomb went off, searching for

food, for better shelter, for relatives, for help of any kind.

The problem/confronting the community would be on a scale far more

vast than any experience of World War II. It would be unrealistic,

to assume that in hostile circumstances of the kind we are assuming,

only one city would be struck. In a situation in which many would

also have been attacked, there could be no question of any help

being brought to the survivors from outside. In brief, a big city

of the size that has been described, a city in which more than a

million people lived in an area of about 200 sq. Km would be

"knocked out" by a single one megaton weapon ground burst near

its centre. One-megaton bombs are small units in the megaton

spectrum; three and seven megaton weapons, and even larger ones,

are now stockpiled.

Radioactive Contamination

18, There would, as already described, be instant and lethal

effects from radiation in the proximity of the explosion.

/But



But as noted in paragraph jfi above, explosions of nuclea.r weapons

also give rise to radioactive fission products. The heavier

particles of these settle in the vicinity of the explosion, and

give rise to delayed radiation hazards. This constitutes radioactive

fallout. For a ground burst of the type assumed in the foregoing

paragraphs, the area of intense fallout could cover hundreds of square

kilometres (Fig. 6).

n
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Pig. 6. Idealized unit-time reference dose-rate pattern for
early fallout from a 1-megaton fission yield surface
"burst (15 mph effective wind speed).

450

Within such an area, those who were not adequately sheltered and

who did not, remain under cover until the radioactivity of the

fallout had decayed substantially, v/ould be exposed to intensities

of radiation sufficient to produce very serious hazards to health.

Beyond this vast central area, there would be a very much larger

zone where significant intensities of radiation would be experienced

and where a proportion of those exposed would still be at risk.

IS



19. The picture painted in the preceding paragraphs was derived, as

already observed, from a detailed analysis of an actual city, taking

into account its true layout, and the differential distribution of its

population. If, instead, one assumes a single megaton explosion

at a height of about 3»000 metres, over a city having a population

of one million people who are evently distributed in a built up area

of 20 x 20 kilometres, the following conclusions emerge -

(a) Within a radius of about 3 Km from the explosion, all
buildings would be destroyed and 90 per cent of those
inhabiting the area would be casualties.

(b) '»Vithin a radius of 3 to 6 Km. there would be partial
or complied destruction of buildings, and 50 per cent,
of those inhabiting the area would be casualties.
The survivors would have to be evacuated.

(c) Within a-radius of between 6 and 9 Km there would still
be heavy destruction to buildings and about 35 per cent
of the inhabitants would be casualties.

20. It is estimated that 40 per cent of the total population of such

a city would be casualties as a result of blast and fire alone, and

that 60 per cent of the entire city would be destroyed. In addition

direct h'$at radiation might cause burn casualties and fires as far

as 10 to 15 Km. from ground-zero.

16-



21. The radius of destruction for a 10 megaton tomb would "be more
a

than twice that for/one megaton weapon,and would cover an area of

more than 30 x 30 Km. ie about 1,000 aq. Km. The area of complete or serious

destruction would extend over 300 to 500 sq.. Kilometres.lt is thus

obvious that a single 10 megaton bomb would completely eliminate a big

city of a million inhabitants,and that the effects of blast and direct

radiation would extend well beyond the city boundaries,with heath

and forest firee*raging up to 20 kilometres from the epicentre

( ie the ground zero of the explosion)Half of the entire population

over an area with a radius of some 25 Km could be expected to die

with the first few days as a result of radio active contamination.

22. In the case of an air-burst 20 megaton bomb the heat which

would result would be intense enough to start fires up to 30 Km from

a point of detonation and G: ould endanger the lives of people in an

area wiih a radius of nearly 60 Km. It has also been estimated that

such a device,if exploded over Manhattan,would probably kill

6,000,000 out of New York City's 8,000,000 inhabitants, and lead to

an additional 1,000,000 or more deaths beyond the city limits. The

surface explosion of a 20 Mt.bomb would result in the formation of

a crater 75 - 90 metres deep and 800 metres in diameter.

Estimate of Effects of Nuclear Attack on a Region.

23. A study was made of a hypothetical industrial region,consisiting

of nine cities with populations of fê er 50,000 inhabitants each (some

well over) and containing 1*4.0 smaller towns of fewer than 50,000

inhabitants (about 60 of which contain key industry) The following

estimate of casualties emerged (Tablel)



TABLE I

Criteria

People Killed by blast or
Fallout

Houses Destroyed

People Knocked Out
of the War

Directly

Directly
and

Indirectly

Total Population

20$

30$

60$

Urban Population

Total

40$
60$

Key
Industrial

35$

«
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Assuming that a one megaton "bomb burst at ground level ,in each of the

nine cities,the study showed that cumulative estimates of casualties
in

provided a very/adequate measure of the overall effects of the attack.

Cities are not isolated entities,but are linked In a variety of

functional ways,"being dependent on each other for raw materials of

different kinds, as well as for semi-finished and finished manufactured

goods.Taking the interaction of effects into account,the study showed that

the percentage of key industry in the whole region,(ie industry with

more than local significance which would be brought to a stop would

be between 70 per cent and 90 per cent of the whole.The lower figure of

70 per cent takes account of everything directly destroyed inside the
/areas

target cities;the higher figure of 90 percent includes the7surrounding

the city which would also be indirectly 'knocked out' through failure

of supplies etc.The more interdependent they are,the larger is the

multiplying factor one has to bear in mind when estimating the

cumulative effects of the destruction of single cities.
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2k* Another more gene al study envisaged a nuclear attack on a

small country,say extending 1,000 Km in one direction and 500 Km in

the other ie with an area 500,000 square Em and a population density

of 100 people per square Km.It was assumed that every city in one part

of the country was attacked "by four nuclear weapons each of 20 megatons.

The area affected "by blast,radigtion and radioactive contamination

turned out to be about 100,000 square kilometres,or some 20 per cent

of the country's total area. The overall consequences of such an attack,

would vary according to the particular area or areas attacked,eg,

according to whether it or they contained key cities,sources of electric

power,raw materials or whether they were prime food producing areas.

In all cases, economic life would be completely destroyed, and the

general devastation,including radioactive contamination,would be such

as to prevent any immediate assistance being provided to the devastated

areas - given this were possible at all. In general studies of this

kind it has been estimated that in the absence of special blast

protection,blast - induced deaths alone resulting from 400 ten-megaton bombs

aimed at US metrjpolitan areas ,wou}.d elimate about IteLlf of the total

American population of some 200 million people.
X

25. A Swedish study of the consequences of nuclear attacks against

Swedish cities -showed that an attack carried out with about 200 weapons,

ranging from 20 Kt to 200 Kt in yield, would result inr 2 to 3

million casualties,ie 30 to 40 per cent of the total population of about

7 million people. It also shows that between 30 to 7o per cent of

Swedish industry would be destroyed,and that about two-thirds of the

industrial workers would receive fatal or severe injuries. The weight of

attackx$SlŜ S$SESÎ M̂SiS$Ŝ iMilĝ $Sx assumed in this particular

study is relatively heavy,but nonetheless it corresponds to only a small
nuclear

portion of the nuclear weapons that are already itlexisting/ arsenals.



26, Swedish studies have also enquired into the degree of protection

against radioactive fallout that might be provided "by existing

buildings in urban and rural areas.This was found to vary to an appreciable

extent.In no region would existing buildings provide adequate protection

against the higher levels of radiation which couH "be experienced in

the central part of the fall-out area.But some,even if relatively little,

protection might be provided over the greater part of the fallout area,

given there had been time to construct shelters and provide them with

food and other necessities of life.Estimates made in the United Kingdom

suggest that buildings do provide a kittle useful shielding from the

radiation caused by fallout.

27. In addition to a need to protect against external residual

nuclear radiation,ie radiation emitted later thpn one minute rfter R

nuclear explosion,there is the further hazard of intern?1 radiation resulting

from the ingestion of any radioactive fallout material th^t hpd contaminated

food,particularly vegetable food, snd water supplies.The amount of radio-

active me.terial that could be taken into the body through eating and

drinking such contaminated food and water would greatly exceed that from the

inhalation of contaminated air. Trie radioactivity of most of this

absorbed material would decay by the emission of damaging nuclear radiation.

The rate of decay would be such that at the end of one week,the radiation

dose rate wouli be about one-tenth of what it was at the end of the first

day.It would continue to decrease at a similar rate.

28. Urbanisation clearly increases the hazard of radio-active

contamination because of the concentration of increasing numbers of

inhabitants in comparatively small areas.This applies perticularly in

Europe. An analysis of about 100 European cities showed th?t the majority have

populations of 10,000 to 50,000 per thousand square Km ^nd th^t the

smaller cities are on pverage 10 to 15 ̂ m apart, The larger cities are on



average about 30 - 50 Km from each other.In Germany villages are on

average only I to 2 Kms apart. Whatever weight of nuclear attack

would be required to devastate a single city,or even a region,a

great deal less than what would be required to &mm cause direct

destruction would spread radioactive contamination over sn entire

continent.Contamlnztio^despite * constant decrease in intensity, y;ould

persist for years following K he?vy nucleer Attack, ,nd wo.,ld create

continuing problems in food producing rreas Pnd to wpter supplies.

Pig. 7 illustrates the possible far-rrnging effect of a 20 lit

explosion over Hamburg, rhile -ig. 8 shows the corresponding

consequences of a 15 Mt.explosion over London.,
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7. Estimated fallout contamination area after
20-megaton nuclear explosion over Hamburg.
Radiation dose is given for 48 hours after
detonation.



Fig. 8. Estimated fallout contamination
area after a 15-negaton nuclear
explosion over London. Radiation
dose is given for 36 hours after
detonation.

It has been calculated thrt a 20 Lit explosion over the American

city of Boston would cause such a degree of fallout over an area

with a radius of nearly 50 Km that half of the unsheltered people

on the fringe of this area would die within J+8 hours.Even if

shelters were provided, the re would "be extensive radiation sickness

and genetic effects.



Effects Arising from the Use of Nuclear Weapons

in Field Warfare.

29. Carefully conducted theoretical studies of the presumed

use of nuclear weapons in a land "battle,including analyses of an

extensive series of "war - games",show that a military doctrine

inevitably implies the use of hundreds,anf. not tens,of so-called

tact'cal nuclear weapons in the "battlefield area, given that "both

sides rerort to their use.If one assumes thnt all these weapons

were airburst,in order to prevent direct radioactive contamination

which would impede nob'lity,the important reason effects within

the "battle area would "be due to "blast en<-" fire.Two levels of blast

can "be considered - devastation ana severe "blast damage. In areas of

devastation almost everything would be destroyedjforests would be

razed to the ground,with 90 per cent of the trees down;only the very

strongest buildings v/ould escape total destruction.Over the wider

area of severe blast damage wooden houses would be destroyed,and

though the main fabric of a brick house might remain intact,

partition walls,ceilings,doors,windows and roof would be
s

destroyed. About 30 percent of the trees in the fores^ over this

wider area would be down.Fires would be raging everywhere.

30. The average yield of the weapons used in these theoretical

studies was assumed to be 30 Kt.Table II shows some estimated effects

over a front of 160 Km in which such "tactical" operations

are assumed to have been conducted;

TABLE II

Number of
weapons
used

100

200

400

Blast Devastation
Square Kins

1,000

2,000

4,000

Severe Mast
Damage Square

Kns

3,000

6,000

12,000

Peace-time population
that Blight be affected

millions

0.5

1.0

2.0



31, It should be recalled th--t rbout six million prople

T'ere made homeless in the v.'hole of the allied bombing of Germany

in World V.'ar II because of the destruction of housing. An

offensive of corresponding destructive intensity over e. land battle

area with a front of,say, 250 Km and 59 Km deep,woulC render

about one third of a million people homeless.This level of

destruction would be achieved with only 100 small nuclear weapons

in an European battle area chosen because it did not contain any

large towns.V/ith 14-00 v;eapons,which is not an unreasonably

large number if both sides used nuclear v/eapons in a battle zone,

the damage vould be six times the intensity of the bombing of V/orld

War II - and all sustained in a few days racher than a fev/ years,

If one sets aside the profound,even,if uncra^ntifiable psychological

effects of such an exchange, the resulting chjpo^ would still be

beyond imagination.

32. The estimates show th^t vith n hundred weapons, -bout

one-tenth of the assumed topical European battle area would be

completely d^vaet^ted, and about one quarter severl, damaged.

V/ith 200 weapons about one-fifth would be devastated and hslf of it

severely damaged; and \vith /i-00 weapons about one third of the area

would be devastated and ell severely damaged.Even for only 100 strikes,

this represents destruction on an unimaginable scale over an area

of about 12,500 sq. Kms.In another European "war-game" study,a battle

was envisaged in which the two opposing sides together used weapons

whose total yield was between 20 and 25 megstons,in not fewer than

500 and in not more than 1,000 strikes.The nuclear weapons were

supposed to have been used against military targets only,in an

area of about 25,000 Sq. Eras. In this engagement about three and

a half million people would hr.ve had their homes destroyed if the



weapons h-d "been rirburst,and one aid.a he If millions if the

weapons had been gro.̂ ndburst.In the former case,at least half of the

people concerned would have "been fatally or seriously injured.

In the case of ground "burst weapons,Î r million would have been

exposed to the hazard of lethal radiation and a further five million

to the hazard of non-lethal radiation.

33. A question which Immediately poses itself is whether

military operations would be campatible with destruction of the scale

indicated by estimates such as these. A vast civilian population

would be involved unless the battle took place in desert

conditions.The number of casualties - civilian pnd military -

cannot be easily related - in rny precise way - to the population

actually in the area pt thsi time of the bettle.'Because the need to

reduce the level of military casualties would dictrte tactics of

f-ispersal, the number of nuclep.r strikes necessary to produce

assumed military results would go up very rapidly.lluch depends about

the duration of any warning period, about actions taken during that

period,about the level of civil defence preparations,and about the

behaviour of the population. Pear and terror,both in the civil and

military population,might overwhelm the situation.But without

complicating the story,one can safely say that if the civil

population in the battle zone were to stay v^here they were,they would

be at serious risk of death or injury:and if they started to move out

they would present military forces with a very serious refugee problem,

3k* Military planners have no pa.-t experience on v.hich to call

for any guide as to how military operations could proceed in

circumstances such as these .When such levels of physical destruction

are reached, one might rell «sk vrhrt would deter-nine the coarse of p

nuclear battle? V:o,-.ld it be the number of enemy c?s glties?

OS"



Yv'ould it be the violent psychological reaction, fear and terror, to

the horror of wide-spread instantaneous destruction? Would the

chaos immediately bring all military operations to a halt? Whatever

the answer, to these questions, it is clear enough that the destruction

and disruption which would result from so-called tactical nuclear

war would hardly differ from the effects of strategic war in the area

concerned. The concept of escalation from tactical to strategic

nuclear /ar could have no possible meaning in an area within which

field warfare was being waged with nuclear weapons.

Interdiction Targets

35. Were such weapons ever to be used in a war it is quite certain

that they would not be restricted to the battle zone itself. It is

to be expected that they would also be used outside the area of contact

in order to impede the movement of the enemy forces, the operation of

his air forces and so on. The objectives which would be attacked in

order to achieve these effects are generally called interdiction

targets. Theoretical studies of operations of this kind provide a

picture of "deep" nuclear strikes vvhose effects would be hardly

distinguishable from a strategic nuclear exchange in which both sides

set out from the start to destroy each other's major centres of

population. To illustrate what is implied, reference can be made

to a single strike in one such study on which it was assumed that the

railway installations in a major transport centre were attacked by a

single 20 Kt. bomb, or a single 100 Kt. bomb, in order to make the

centre impassible to troops and supplies, and thereby to assist the

land battle elsewhere. The railway centre chosen for this study was

a city with 70,000 inhabitants living in 23,000 houses. The bomb was

assumed to be burst at ground level so as to maximise the effects on the

railway lines. This mode of attack would at the same time maximise

Q, 6 /local



local fallout damage. With the 20 Kt. Ttomb, track would be demolished

over a length of about 100 metres, a large amount? of spoil would

cover all lines in the vicinity, blockage would be caused by the

collapse of road bridges, rail fly-overs and buildings out to about

one-half of a mile from the burst. All fuel depobs and servicing

sheds would be destroyed. With a 100 Kt bomb the scale of damage

would of course be greater; about one mile of track would be destroyed

or blocked by heavy debris, and the main roads through the town would

be completely blocked. The problem of re-opening a road or railway

would be hampered by a vast amount of radioactive debris. It would

indeed be so great that it would almost certainly be easier to build

a new by-pass round the town. If such attacks formed part of a

general "interdiction" programme, of bombing, it stands to reason

that the communication system of a country could be totally wrecked

in a very short time, and with it much more as well.

36. The inescapable collateral effects of bombing a single railway

centre in such a programme of attacks are indicated in Tables III and

IV, and in Figs 9 and 10, which relate to the town referred to

above.

737
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TABLE III

Houses

Destroyed by blast

Destroyed by fire

Severely damaged

Usable (but lacking
doors, windows and
roofs)

After attack by
20 Kt ground burst

7100!

2500]

4000

9300

)9600 houses

After attack by
100 Kt ground "burst

14500J

3600 J

3600

1300

)18100 houses

TABLE IV

Inhabitants

Killed by blast

Killed by fallout

Injured

Unhurt

In attack by
20 Kt ground burst

14,700

2,900

4,000

48,400

In attack by
100 Kt ground burst

31 ,800

4,500

7,000

26,500

S T A T E OF THE

2 3 } O O O H O U S E S

BEFORE
A T T A C K

23.000

AFTER ATTACK
BY 20 KILOTON

GROUND BURST
BOMB

9,600 9.300

4,100

AFTER ATTACK
BY 100 KILOTON

GROUND BURST
BOMB

Ni

16,100

3.600

t.500

Fig. 9* Effects on Houses



20 KILOTON 100 KILOTON

-;;_1LJKILLEO BY
F A L I O U T 2,900

EFFECT ON POPULAT ION

Pig. 10. Effect on inhabitants



37. Most of the industrial and commercial property in the middle

of the town to which these figures apply would have "been destroyed.

Fire would have consumed not only those houses but also the larger

buildings and factories not immediately destroyed by the explosion.

38. In sum, a 20 Kt bomb in an "interdiction" attack on a town which

was a communication centre - and few, if any communication centres are

not in towns - would kill about a quarter of the inhabitants while

a 100 Kt attack would kill about half. The survivors would have to

contend with the same kind of situation as has been depicted in the

case of the two Japanese cities bombed in 1945» or the larger city

attacked by a one megaton weapon which has been described above.
of

A programme/"interdiction" attacks on targets behind the zone of

contact of opposing armies, if such a programme included communication

centres as well as airfields, supply depots, armament factories and so

on, would be no different in its effects from those of a widespread

so-called strategic nuclear exchange between two opposing powers.

DETERRENCE OR V?AR

39- Nuclear weapons constitute one of the dominant facts of modern

polities. They are at present deployed in thousands by the nuclear

weapon powers, with warheads whose yields range from less than a kiloton

to many megatons. We have already witnessed the experimental

explosion of a 50 to 60 Kt bomb, i.e. of a weapon with about 4,000

times the power of the bomb used in 1945 against Japan. 100 Lit.

devices, weapons about 6,000 times the size of those used in 1945, are

no more difficult to devise and could be exploded just outside the

atmosphere of any country, in order utterly to destroy hundred^ even

thousands, of square kilometres by means of blast and spreading fire.

/It has
30



It has been suggested on good authority that multi-megaton weapons

could also be exploded in ships near coastlines in order to create

enormous tidal waves which would engulf everything within miles of

the shore.

40. The effects of a nuclear war, regardless of where it started,

could not be confined to the Powers engaged in that "war. They would

have to suffer the immediate kin<^ of destruction and the immediate

and more enduring lethal fallout whose effects have already been

described. But neighbouring countries, and even countries in parts

of the world remote from the actual conflict, would soon become

exposed to the hazards of the same fall-out. Radioactive debris

could be precipitated at great distances from the explosion, after

moving through the atmosphere as a vast cloud. It could contaminate
a

common water supply sources at/much earlier stage. In either case,

an enduring radioactive hazard would exist for distant as well as

close human populations, through the ingestion of foods' derived from

contaminated vegetation, and of water from reservoirs and river

systems polluted by radioactive material. The extent and nature

of the hazard would depend upon the numbers and type of bombs

exploded. Given a sufficient number, no part of the world would

escape exposure to biologically significant levels of radiation.

To a greater or lesser degree, a legacy of genetic damage could be

incurred by" large sections of the world's population.

A1.
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Ul» It is to "be expected that no major nuclear power could

attack another without provoking a counter-attack.It is also

conceivable that an aggressor could suffer more in retailstion

than the power it first attacked.In this lies the concept of

deterrence by the threat of nuclear destruction .Far from an all-out

nuclear exchange "being F rational ection which could ever be

justified "by any set of conceivable political gains, it may "be that

no country would ,in the pursuit of its political objectives,

deliberately risk the total destruction of its own capital city,

leave alone the destruction of all its major centres of population;

or risk the resultant chaos which would leave in doubt a government*s

ability to remain in control of its people.But the fact of mutual

nuclear deterrence does not,as we know all too well ,prevent the

outbreak of non - nuclear wars.

14.2s, The basic facts about the nuclear bomb and its use are harsh

and terrifying for civilisation;they have become lost in a mass of

theoretical verbiage.lt has been claimed that the world has learnt

to live with the bomb;It is also s?id there is no need for it to

drift unnecessarily into the position th^t it is prepared to die for it.

The ultimate question for the world to decide in our nuclesr age - snd

this applies both to nuclear p.nd non - nuclear powers - is what

short - term interests it is prepared to sacrifice in exchange for

an assurance of survival and security.
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: ; , - -DRAFT PREPARED BY DR. GUNHAR RANDERS

: " SECTION II '

ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS OF THE ACQUISITION '
AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS ' :

2.1. Introduction - -

The capability of a country to produce nuclear weapons and to develop a significant

force of delivery vehicles depends upon its scientific, technical and industrial

potential.

The scientific capability would determine the country's ability to understand in

theoretical and practical terms the problems related to

- production of fissile material in sufficiently pure form

- warfread .assembly and testing

- development and operation of the individual missile and aircraft units as

'•"••-a part of a total functioning mechanism.

The technical capability is represented by -the skilled machine tool operators,

electricians, plumbers, sheet metal workers, furnace operators, instrument makers, and

fabricators who are essential for the performance of parts manufacture and assembly

specified by the scientist. . ;./

The industrial capability is depending on the extent to which the country has '

established experience in nuclear energy, aircraft and space technology.

The economic implications Hof the acquisition and further development of nuclear

weapons is therefore largely dependent 6n-the level of a nation's scientific, technical

and'industrial capability. • '•'•

In arriving at the cost figures that are presented in this'section, countries that

•satisfy the above-mentioned capability requirements have been used as a basis, and it •'-•

is therefore clear that -to countries that are less developed and have to place major

efforts in establishing the basic prerequisites, the acquisition of a nuclear force

will be considerably more expensive.

Both the estimated and experienced cost figures for a first generation of simple

nuclear warheads used in connection with an unsophisticated delivery vehicle system

PSCA/Misc.5
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show that the acquisition of such a system may be within reach for a variety of nations.

It should, however, be kept in mind that these cost figures can hardly be believed to

present the true limit of direct expenses, even for an industrialized country. The

main reason is that after having acquired the initial, unsophisticated nuclear weapons

system it will probably feel the need of developing less vulnerable and more sophisticated

delivery systems in order to achieve the military and political objectives of the force.

In accordance with this last argument the costs of approaches employing unorthodox

means of delivery, i.e. ship or commercial aircraft, have been ruled out. It is thus

assumed that the total costs of acquiring a nuclear weapons system over, say, 10 years

will be closer to the French and U.K. costs up to 1969, i.e. $M 8-9,000, than to the

$M 1,7-2,000 quoted for an unsophisticated system.

Another factor entering the cost picture is that, while the cost of producing the

weapons probably can be estimated with some degree of accuracy, at least in countries

engaged in peaceful nuclear activities, experience has shown that the major part of

the cost of a nuclear force, i.e. those related to the delivery systems and in particular

missiles, are liable to significant overruns.

If a nation's capability to produce a nuclear force is to be developed indigenously, by

necessity or choice the materials and manpower requirements do not represent only major

financial costs but, even more significantly, very highly specialized resources.

Even for an industrialized country the economic burden is likely to be more formidable

in these terms than in money terms.

For more detailed information on experienced and estimated costs of the acquisition and

deployment of nuclear weapons and delivery vehicle systems, and on the impact of the

outlays on national economy reference is made to the Annexes related to the chapter.

2.2. Basic Costs of Nuclear Warheads

The three materials suitable for the application as a nuclear explosive are uranium-235,

plutonium-239 and uranium-233. They all possess the main properties required, i.e.

long half-life, a sufficient high probability for fission and low probability for
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spontaneous fission. Uranium-233 is not known to have been used in nuclear explosives,

and the cost of this material has therefore not been considered here.

Natural uranium contains 0.7% of uranium-235 while the main component is uranium-238.

For use as a nuclear explosive the uranium-235 is usually enriched to 90-95%. For

.4. this purpose the gaseous diffusion process is used today in France, U.K. and U.S. and

believed to be used in China and the USSR. This method requires large and costly

plants based on an advanced technology which is largely classified. The total costs

of the three U.S../plants was around fM 2,300 and the annual operating costs have been

estimated at.$M 600-650, resulting in some $10-12,000 per kg of weapons grade uranium.

Some 25kg of this material would be required for the production of one nuclear warhead

with a yield in the 20 kiloton range. In view, however, of the capital costs involved

in building a gaseous diffusion plant it can be concluded that uranium enriched by

this method would be impossibly expensive "for a country intending to produce only a

small quantity of nuclear warheads. • •• .... . . ... .

Plutonium-239 is produced in a nuclear reactor when the uranium-238 contained in the

final elements is subjected to neutron flux. It is estimated that some 8 kg;of 95%

plutonium-239 would be required for the construction of one nuclear warhead with a

yield around 20 kilotons. ' •

A complete plutonium-239 production complex would require, a uranium refinery (and

eventually a metals' ingot plant), a fuel fabrication plant, a reactor, a plutonium

extraction plant, a plutonium metals reduction plant and related service facilities.

For production complexes with capacities in the range 8-160 kg of weapons grade

plutonium per year. The capital costs would be in the range $M 22-87 and the^ arrival

operating costs in the range $M 5-10, resulting in costs of $900,000-̂ 120,000 per kg

of plutonium. ;

From the data arrived at for the costs of gaseous diffusion, and production of

plutonium-239, it would seem that a country desiring to build a small number of nuclear

warheads per year would opt for the plutonium type.

2.2.2; Designing, manufacturing and testing

The amount of published information related to warhead assembly and testing is

severely limited by military secrecy.
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According to a recent Swedish study the capital investments in a factory for

assembling 10 warheads per year would be about $M8 and the annual operation costs

around $M1« The actual French design and manufacture costs prior to I960 uera

around $M40, and included both tactical and strategic weapons»

According to Swedish estimates the total costs of testing one 20 kiloton device

underground would amount to $M12 and the costs of testing four such devices would

amount to $M15«

The French costs related to the first tests of plutonium based devices at ground

level (in I960) were around $M40»' A total of fotir tests with devices in the 2-3

to 60-70 kiloton yield range, partly designed for strategic and partly for tactical

purposes were performed.

2.3 Costs for Various Warheads Production Frograms

2.3ol _Plutonium>_-i,ex heads production program

Based on the estimated cost figures given for plutonium production and warhead

design, manufacturing and testing, the total estimated costs of a small program (one

20 kiloton warhead per year over 10 years) and a moderate program (ten 20 kiloton

warheads per year over 10 years) are shown in Table I. The small program would

cost $M11.0 per year, i.e. $M11.0 per warhead, whereas the moderate program would

cost $M20.0 per year, resulting in a warhead unit price of $M2.0. If the small

program could be combined with plutonium production in a large power reactor, the

annual costs might be reduced to $M6»0 and consequently the warhead unit, costs to

Table I

Estimated Costs for Various Plutonium
Based Warhead Production Programs

Small Program(10x20 Moderate Program (100x20
kiloton devices over kiloton devices over

10 years): • 10 years)

Fissile material
Design & Manufacture
Testing
Storage, maintenance

70.0
18.0
12.0
4.0

104.0

' 154.0
18.0
15.0
4.0

188.0

Annual average 11.0 19.0
Cost per warhead 11.0 1.9

. For comparison the actual French costs up to I960 have been shown in
Table II.
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Table II •

Experienced Costs for the First Phase
of the Full French Program

• ' ' Total Costs -• • •
$ M • ' ' ' • '

Fissile material :.' 160.0 ' •

. . Design & .Manuf acture . 40»0

! Testing ' 40.0

Total . 240.0

'The main reason for the discrepancy"between the total costs arrived at in the two •

tables} may be that the French program included both tactical and strategic weapons

and in addition preparations - for the far more ambitious program embarked upon later,.

•2.3.2 _Uranium_war.heads production_program

The escalation of the total warheads production costs following a change from a

moderate plutoniuin program -to a. significant, program based oh uranium, war he ads is well

demonstrated by the French example shown in Table III. The decision to build a :

gaseous^ .diffusion plant for .the production of. enriched .uranium was made in 1960«

Table III

Costs of total French Nuclear Warheads Program

Fissile Material Design & Testing Total
Production Manuf acturo ". . • :

To I960

1960-1964

1965-1970 ...

' 160

880

............

40
460

. 40
300

240

1640

3180

Grand Total 1040(to 1964) 500(to 1964) 340 5060
... - . = • - . . ^ ^^j

It is expected that costs will stabilize after. 1970. ,

2.4 Cost of Delivery Vehicles

Table IV gives a summary of the experienced procurement and operation costs for a

variety of delivery vehicles, ranging from elementary to sophisticated systems.
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Table IV

Summary of Delivery Vehicle Procurement and Operations Costs

System
Category

1- - -
f Aircraft,
elementary

Missile,
elementary

.

Aircraft, *
medium-
level

Missile,
medium-
level

Aircraft,
sophisticated

Missile,

1
-! System

Description
'[_

30-4.0 bombers
(Canberra, B-5,7)

50 missiles in soft emplacement, 500 n.mi.
range

50 missiles in soft emplacement, 1500 n.mi.
range

13 US Atlas squadrons (-~̂ -140 missiles)

50-60 French Mirage IV bombers

300 British V-bombers with air to surface
missiles

50 Minuteman I, in hard emplacements,
5000 n.mi. range

25 French SSBS in hard emplacement,
2000 n.mi. range

. 14 US Titan squadrons
(*->-14Q missiles)

210 US FB-11 with SRAM air-to-surface
missiles

3 French missile launching nuclear
submarines, each with 16 missiles of
1500 n.mi. range

41 US Polaris launching submarines, each
with 16 missiles

Procurement
Costs, $M

_

180

440-540

785-900

4900

940

1800

1250

700

4900

2173

1000

13000

Annual
Operating
Costs, $M

! 25 |
5

10

$M 2 per
missile

100

120

t

- 5

not
available

not
available_

342 (total,
to 1971)

20

not
available 1
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The accuracy with which delivery vehicle costs are predicted has been

notoriously poor. Heavy overruns of expenditures have been the rule

rather than the exception, and have been concurrent with lengthy delays

in the projected timetables. Many instances exist of the deployment of

extremely costly but already obsolescent weapons systems, which were

withdrawn a very short time after their initial deployment. Furthermore, •

while it is not always correct, it can be generally assumed that the

accuracy of cost and time estimates for both the development and production

of delivery vehicles is a function of prior related experience. 'Overruns

are therefore more likely to be incurred when a country embarks on its

first generation development. In most circumstances, the total delivery

vehicle costs will be greater than nuclear weapons costs.

The time needed to develop a delivery system depends on the existing

industrial base and related experience, and would, in most cases, take

at least ten years for reasonably industrialized nations. Costs can be

spread over time, but peaks occur at certain points. Obsolescence and

counter-measures costs are related to the time factor.

Monetary costs do not, by themselves, give a realistic picture of the

necessary effort in terms of overall resources. A sizeable technological

base is needed to create and maintain a force of delivery vehicles.

Included here are the necessary skilled, workers, engineers, scientists and .

managers, fabricating facilities, experimental facilities, test ranges etc.

Even if major components can be purchased abroad, the delivery system must

be integrated into a workable whole, and this process requires the skills

of a large number of qualified persons.

2.5 Procurement Costs Summary . •

As a frame of reference, it has been assumed that a credible but modest-

nuclear capability could comprise a deliverable warhead and an elementary

delivery system, including intermediate range missiles and some aircraft.
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The assumed force is made up of 30-50 -bombers of the Canberra or B-57 type,

50 medium-range missiles of the 1500 n.mi range in soft emplacements,

and 100 nuclear weapons, of which the missiles and weapons have been

developed and produced indigeneously. The minimum costs of acquiring

and deploying such a force over 10 years would be $M 1,700.

2.5.2 Small, high .quality nuclear force

A Polish study has been undertaken for the purpose of this report to

estimate the costs of a small, high quality nuclear force. A hypothetic

program comprising two stages of five years duration has been envisaged.

By the end of the first stage (1968-1972) a nuclear force of 10-15

bombers and 15-20 nuclear weapons would be established, and during the

second stage (1973-1977) the force would be extended to include 20-30

thermonuclear weapons, 100 intermediate range missiles and 2 missile launching

nuclear submarines. The total costs of this program based on domestic

industry and home economy resources would amount to $M 5,600, resulting in

average annual costs of $M'560.

The pictured Polish program is a scaled down version of the French program.

The cost estimate is considerably lower than the apparent expenditures in

France and UK which both are in the course of establishing high quality

nuclear forces of moderate size.

French costs for the military nuclear program to 1969 have been estimated

at $M 8,4-00, and the UK cost to 1969 at a similar amount. Annual outlays of

$M 50 were representative of the Frengh early program, but these later rose

to as much as $>M 1?000 a single year.

2.6 Impact on National Economy

2i6il_Resources . . .

2.6.1.1. Resources requirements - -•

The available public literature on nuclear weapons development does not detail

the resource requirements, for the acquisition and operation of a militarily-

significant capability. There are, however, numerous references suggesting

the variety, kind and quality of resources needed.
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For a nuclear weapons program, the basic ingredients are raw materials? a corps

of skilled engineers,, and expert physicists and a modern industrial "base.

Sophisticated delivery systems are equally demanding of high-quality materials .

and skills. For production of intermediate range ballistic missiles , estimates

suggest that manpower requirements for technical and skilled personnel would

run higher than those for nuclear weapons. To produce and deploy 50 missiles

of the intermediate range size,, it is estimated that a peak labor force of 19,000

would be needed, over 5000 of them scientists and engineers. Skill categories

would includes physicists, aerodynamics, mechanical and other engineers and

large numbers of skilled production workers, including machine operators and

welders. The assumed bomber fleet would require at a minimum 1-2,000?000 man-

hours of skilled and unskilled labor just to assemble. The design and develop-

ment stage, would absorb an additional 2,000,,000 or more engineering man-hours,

which would involve highly skilled efforts in aerodynamics, stress analysis,

design work and flight-testing.

2.6.1.2 Effects of allocation of resources

For inost countries becoming a nuclear power the costs of allocation of resources

would be more significant than the financial costs, and considerably more difficult

to detail and evaluate. Neither is a "bill of goods" available for the assumed

nuclear capability nor are adequate data available to show national capabilities

in the tjpes of specialized, high-quality resources required by nuclear programs.

The manpower requirements for developing and manufacturing 50 bombers and for

designing, building and deploying 50-missiles correspond roughly to 7?000

scientists, engineers and technicians. The percentage that this number of

specialists would represent of all scientists and engineers available ija various

countries, has been roughly estimated as follows 2 India - 7%? UAH — 45% t

Argentina - 25fo, Israel - 35̂ , Pakistan - 35$, and Sweden - 17%.

Similarly, the establishment of the nuclear force envisaged in the Polish study

would require that almost the entire corps of scientists, engineers and technical

personnel assigned to the peaceful uses of nuclear energy, and nearly all nuclear

equipment producing industries in Poland would be absorbed by the weapons program.

In addition, the most highly qualified fraction of all scientists, engineers and
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technicians available and a major fraction of for instance the chemical

metallurgical and electronics industries would have to be allocated to the weapons

program.

2.6.2 Financial_Effects

2.6.2.1 Nuclear weapons costs related to defence budgets and GNP's.

At the estimated annual cost of $M170, the price of a modest nuclear capability

would run relatively high for most countries. This figure is more than most

nations outside the NATO and Warsaw Pact powers spent for their entire defence

programs in 1964. It is equivalent to 80$ of the average national defence budget

in countries outside the two military alliances. An annual expenditure of iiM560?

which has been estimated as the costs representative of a small, high quality

nuclear forces would correspond to 270$ of the average defence budget in these

countries.

The fraction that annual nuclear weapons program costs of $M170 and $M560, res-

pectively, would represent of the defence budgets in various countries,, is shown

in Table V. The 1964 defence expenditures have been used as reference. The

table also gives the expenditures as percentage of the G1IP.

Table V

Costs of Nuclear Weapons" Programs Relative 'to
1964 Defence Budget and GNP

Country ' $M170/year as % of $M560/year as % of

Argentina

Belgium

Brazil

India

Indonesia

Israel

Italy

Japan

Netherlands
Pakistan

Sweden
UAR

flest Germany

Nuclear armament costs of $M560 would be about 3.3$ of the annual national income

for distribution in Poland.

The average annual costs of the French strategic nuclear force in the 1960-1964

period were 13$ of the overall military budget and 0.7$ of the GNP. For the period

1965-1970 the costs are expected to be 18$ of the overall military budget and

0.9$ of the GNP.

Defence Budget

61

34
30

10

14

46
10

20

23
59
20

57
5

GUP

1.50
1.10

1.20

0.40

2.10

5.50

0,35
0.25

1.00
1.80
1.00
4.20
0.17

Defence Budget

223

112

98

31
46
150
31
67
76
195
68

.186
11

GNP

5.0
3.7
3.8
1.3
7.0
18..0
1.1
0.8
3.4
5-9
3.3
13.8
0.5
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2.6.2.2 Change3"in the structure of economy

Changes in a country's economic structure engendered by the acquisition of modest

nuclear forces can be examined in terms of effects on investment programs and

utilization of economic resources as defined through the national accounts concepts.

More narrowly conceived, structural changes may relate to shifts in the composition

and utilization of a country's labour force and balance of payments. To measure

adequately the full range of implied structural changes, an analysis in depth of

each national economy would be required. The following suggests some of the

structural implications in two countries, India and Poland.

For the past three years, gross capital investment in India has remained constant at

about $M7,300 a year, which represents a decline in the proportion of GNP devoted to

gross investment, from about 15 per cent in 196/+ to only 13 per cent in 1966. It has

been suggested that the minimum annual rate of gross investment required for the

"take-off" state of economic development should be greater than 15 per cent. Thus,

from this point of view India has not yet attained that rate of investment considered

essential for sustained economic growth. Much of India's investments have been

channeled into the country's infrastructure (e.g. roads, harbors, communications net-

works and educational facilities). This is the result of a well-conceived development

program which has focused primarily on the development of the country's basic economic

requirements. Assuming that additional foreign aid were not forthcoming and that

India chose not to increase further the already-sizeable annual Government deficit,

the capital requirements of $M170 a year for a nuclear force would obviously further

reduce the already critically low investment rate by drawing resources from the basic

development program. '

With respect to foreign trade, the procurement of a nuclear force can in general be

expected to aggravate an underdeveloped country's trade deficit because the country

would be required to import a great deal of specialized equipment from other

countries. One result of these imports could be a reduction in imports of capital

goods needed for economic development The introduction of nuclear weapons in Poland
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at an annual cost of $M560 over a ten years period would greatly limit the country's

possibilities of economic growth. The annual costs could be covered by cutting

21% of the production investments, which in turn would make impossible the

envisaged 6% annual growth of national income in the years to come. The total

program costs, IMS,600 would equal some 36% of the net value .of all the country's

industrial and mining establishments in operation in 1965.

2.6.2.3 Effects on the standard of living

The significance of the costs of a nuclear weapons program can be indicated by the

fraction these costs represent of a country's social expenditures. Table VI gives

annual weapons cost of fM170 and $M560, respectively, as a fraction of these

expenditures in various countries. 1964 has been used as a basis.

Table VI

Costs of Nuclear Weapons Programs
Relative to Health and Education Expenditures

$Ml70/year as % of
Education Exp. Health Exp.

$M560/year as % of
Education Exp. Health Exp.

Argentina

Belgium

Brazil

India

Indonesia

Israel

Italy

Japan

Netherlands

Pakistan

Poland

Sweden

UAR

West Germany

75

24

43

17

85

85

10

6

20

85

23

21

79

5

340

75

141

68

226

340

21

24

68

340

42

225

4

250

80

140

56

280

280

30

19

66'

280"

76

70

260

16

1100

250

466

220

750

1100

70

80

220

1100

140
750

15
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How much a country could afford the outlays associated with nuclear weapons

development may also be illustrated by reference to the annual per capita income as

an indicator of living standards. The less developed countries have an average per

capita income of about $150. Two of the countries listed in Table VII, India and

UAR, had per capita incomes of $90 and $L+1, respectively. As a comparison the

average for Western Europe was $1,300. To exemplify the direct influence of annual

nuclear weapons outlays of $560 mill on the standard of living, the per capita income

in Poland would be reduced by 7.5̂ s from $867 to about $800. It is clear that for some

of the countries with much lower per capita income the effect might be even more

harmful.

2.7 Effects on Technological Development

While in the previous section the emphasis is on the effect of removing large segments

of the efforts and resources normally available to the civil sectors of the economy,

there is also an indirect benefit to the fact that growth of the civil economy

is affected by the pace of technological development. Thus, when the costs of a

nuclear weapon program are incurred, there are not only fewer skills and resources

to devote to the production of civilian goods and services, but there are fewer

skills to apply to acquiring the tools and techniques to make more effective use of

the men and materials that are available. The counter-argument is sometimes made that

the scientific and engineering skills devoted to a nuclear weapons program will

produce valuable spinoff to non-military programs in general. Spinoff does indeed

occur, but careful analysis shows that spinoff can not be the justification of the

military program from which it might originate but rather it will prove an expensive

and inefficient way of stimulating technological advance. The fact that military

efforts have stimulated development in the west is not a good argument, because the

same development could have been achieved with less expense through planned and

inspired peaceful activity.



The argument has been used that a nation ought to- engage in a program to develop

nuclear weapons in order to assure itself access to the technology behind the

peaceful applications. But by their very nature of being peaceful, such applications

are generally unclassified and widely available. Furthermore, there is clear

evidence that nuclear weapon powers promptly and openly report the progress in

peaceful uses that may occur as a result of their own weapons programs.
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SECTION III

lo We have been directed to conclude our Report by stating ouy opinion

about the implications to security of the acquisition and further develop=

ment of nuclear weapons» This is no easy task,, The question whether or

not nuclear weapons contribute to security, either in a national or an

international context 3 constitutes one of tha major subjects of present̂

day political and strategic debate „ In our vieŵ , the question is best

approached historically*

2a In 1945 the United States deaionstrated to the world that she had

succeeded in developing a nuclear weapon. After the war, an attempt

through the United Nations to place such weapons under international control

failed. In 1949 the USSR then revealed that she, too, possessed nuclear

weapons, and a nuclear arms race between the two Powers began immediately 0
It shifted into a now dimension when the USSB next demonstrated that

nuclear warheads could be accurately delivered not only by aircraft but

also by means of intercontinental ballistic missiles with ranges of

thousands of miles. From this grew the realization that were one side to

attack with nuclear weapons, the other would instantly retaliate in kind,

whether or not there were any differences in the numbers of bombs they

possessed. So it was that the concept of strategic nuclear deterrence evolved,.

Its reality is indicated by the fact that whatever the political aonflicts

of the two super-Powers over the past twenty years, they have not engaged

in any direct military conflict, Fear of the disastrous consequences of

the use of even a few nuclear bombs has so far contributed to the

inhibition of any action which might have triggered their use. But the

extent to which it has so contributed is not a matter which any country

could afford to put to the test0

3° On the other hand, the effort to maintain a state of nuclear deterrence

has demanded the expenditure of vast resources, and paradoxically has



at times not increased the sense of security but geasrsteâ one of insecurity,,

Both sides have taken and continue to take major stops to assure them=

selves that their reuclear warheads and delivery vehicles are proof against

whatever eouaterHmeasuras might be undertaken by tha other side,, These

counte?=measur©s are essentially designed to increase the chances of &

nuclear araoury surviving & pre-emptive nuclear assault by the other

side, and of. nuclear weapons being able to penetrate whatever defences

the pet@rn.ial «uumjrmight deploy* The reciprocal technological } f\

development and sophistication of nuclear armouriesonstitutes Hhat is
.

sometimes referred to as the "vertical" arms race. Short of mutual

agreement, it is a race 'which has no end, and which leads not to a

uniform state of security but, as we have said, to phases of major

insecurity which alternate with periods in which relative security seems

assured.

4. The United Kingdom, which had been associated with the United States

during the Second World War in the early development of nuclear weapons,

subsequently developed, on its own,, a smaller nuclear armoury ands at

the start, delivery systems as wello Canada* which had co-operated with

the United Kingdom during the war in the development of nuclear technology s

decided not to embark on the manufacture of nuclear weapons. On the

other hand, France, some of whose scientists had also taken part vith

the UK and Canada in the wartime collaborative effort in nuclear

technology, began the developsaent of its own nuclear weapons and delivery

vehicles some time in the 1950 ̂s, China has recently become the fifth

State to follow the seine course. We do not know the exact number of

nuclear warheads which may now exist in the world, but it is quite certain

that the arms race between the United States and the USSR, on its own,,

has resulted in the production of weapons whose cumulative destructive

power is certainly sufficient to eliminate all mankind many times over«

5c So far as international security is concerned, it is highly probable
t'v̂ x-AtCL̂  jvji .fgSL- AU*̂ -A_T / f f-Cx-fri

that any further pffoUfcrationCgf nuclear weapons ̂or any further

elaboration of existing nuclear arsenals would lead to greater tension

and greater instability in the world at large. The present debate about

proliferation is a tangible manifestation of this fear. Additional

nuclear Powers accentuating regional tensions cannot but add to the



complexity of the problem of assuring world peace. Furthermore, it is

impossible to deny the proposition that tho danger of nuclear war breaking

out through accident or sis calculation bacoaes greater, the larger the

number of countries which deploy such iireapons. If a nuclear conflict

ware to erupt, however it started, not a single Siat© could feel itself
ĵ-*-""̂

secure 6 Even if a State %$as not subjected to direct attack, and even if

it should not escpeyisnee any immediate consequences of such an attack, it

would nevertheless suffer as a result of later radioactive fall=out,

6. Every one of the five nations known to have nuclear weapons describes

its motives for developing a nuclear arsenal aa purely taetical̂ defensiva

and/or as defensive by deterrence » Not one would claim that it had

developed the weapons because of their value as weapons of offense* But

it is also plain from the history of the past twenty years that the

possession of a nuclear arsenal does not, and cannot t signify the sasta

thing to different countries, either in terms of military power or of

political security,, Correspondingly it stands to reason that countries

which have not embarked upon the development of nuclear weapons will have

refrained from so doing because of & variety of differing views about the

advantages and disadvantages of such a step0 The transformations which
flt* >̂have occurred over the past/in ̂ the balance of strategic power in the world,

/••__

as well as in our knowledge of what is implied by nuclear war, have

produced a vastly different scene from the one which existed at the

start of the Second World War, when the few nations which then had it in

their power to develop nuclear weapons took the decision to proceed along

that path«

Î k7. To the extent that a trend aces exiatSwhich might lead to an increase

in the number of countries acquiring a nuclear arsenal, to %ihich the

term 2p&I$[ "proliferation" specifically refers, it is clearly lased oa

different sets of motives, In searching for greater security,
. - -

believe that if a state of mutual deterrence/can ppô ail between/opposing
A-~. /<-

Bpwers through the possession of nuclear weapons, a corresponding situation

could be created between any two other Powers who already possess the
j

industrial and technological background necessary to make bombs, and/also
(

between countries istiieh do not as yet do so. This belief has serious



short ccadngs* For example, it does not take into account the perils of

preeipitate counter-action or the insecurity which would be brought about

by the vertical arms race which would immediately follow in order to

Ifflprore the sophistication of the weapons. A decision by any further

nation to aeqidr© nuclear weapons could trigger a, change in its inter-

national relations. Non-nuclear neighbours would be tempted to acquire

nuclear weapons, or they might perhaps undertake issmediate preventive

nuelear action. Having nuclear weapons oa one's own territory alight

bring with it the penalty of becoming a direct target for nuclear attack,

A nuclear capability intended to deter or offset another on a bilateral

basis would bs confronted with changing alliances and changing power

balances . What had been intended to be a military answer to one set of

threats might then appear inadequate, subject to quick neutralisation or

elimination in the event of an outbreak of nuclear hostilities. Similarly j,

the existing nuclear Posters might react by counter-jsjeasures and/or

attempts to strengthen their otm position in the region̂  and thereby

intensify their own arms race. In due course each new nuclear=weapon

nation would find itself faced with the problems of establishing systems

of control of melaar weapons within its own borders. Hot only mast

there be protection against misuse; the tensions that would exist if

serious civil strife were to occur in a cation that possessed nuclear

wapons trottld be groatly intensified. If these problems are not adequately

sol-red s there as*3 added risks to the security of that nation and to the

•srorld as a whole „ It is presumably for reasons such as these that the
>̂ ~~~~~̂emergence of a f earth and then a fifth nuclear̂ ga.p̂ 3_jo«gj>ibyer the \

three jearst-lisŝ not stimulated further proliferation/ But the

situation remains far from stable(

/

$, There is another consideration \shich needs to be taken into account

in this connection. At the present moment the major Powers and the
W£A

majority of rations tfcfei are Meniber States of the International Atomic

Energy Agency are developing a system of safeguards to assure the

zsaxinsaa developasent of the peaceful uses of atomics energy,, An additions!

penalty t*hich would have to be faced by new countries which proceeded

to acquire a nuclear arsenal would be that they would find ia consequence
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of so doing that they would ba subject to restrictions in ths trade of

various advanced technological products.

?. A second aiotlvs,/ which ̂ ight sncoxirage proliferation is the view that

nuclear weapons constitute a foMn of armament superior to conventional
&̂  gf /Ĉ o4- Ĉ »>vv

weapons which it is assurasd̂ arsiias could usê agaijsat ©aeh other within the

2one f contact in a battle area,, Vifhile it is undoubtedly true that

n«cl& ir warheads have vastly greater destructive power1 than conventional
TJtfOHL

weapons, history has made it abundantly clear that battles are novmerely

by pitting units of destructive power against each other, either in the

field or in deep strikes against targets in the contestant °s homelands,.

Furthermore s it is clear frosa what has been said in Section I of the

Report thats given that both sides to a conflict deploy nuclear >reapons,

it is highly improbable that there are any cireuastanees of land warfare

in vanish they could be used as battle-field weapons ors given that they

ware 30 used, would confer any military advantage to either side in the

sons of contact̂  It i& worth noting that nowhere has the deployment of

nuclear weapons made it possible to dispense either with troops on ths

ground, or with conventional armso Any new country which embarked on the

production of nuclear weapons would soon find that it had entered s, new

arms race without having provided itself with the/Ŝ a®̂  of abandoning

the old0 At taanH it would be setting forth on an arras race with scaae

neighbouring country,, At worst it would merely be embarking oa en arms

race with its own shadoŵ  impelled onwards by fears of its own" creation

10,, The third argument which is sometimes advanced in favour of th®

acquisition of nuclear weapons is that doing so. enhances national prestige

and influence on the international scene a Undoubtedly there asay foy a

short time be some imponderable element of prestige in the manifestation

of the technological prowess which is implied by the development of

nuclear weapons „ But this prestige islased on fear, and could rapidly

generate those deleterious reactions on the part of neighbouring States

to which reference has been made ia a preceding paragraph „

If - When one asks whether or not ths acquisition and farther
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of nuclear weapons increases security, one thus ends up wi«& two very

simple questions, The first is what, in fact, have nuclear weapons

contributed so far to military power? Insofar as this question can be

answered, the repJSy can only b© that while soae argue that th© state

of mutual deterrence which prevails between the two superpowers has

helped to avert any head-on conflict between themg it has not made it

possible for Jki«te* to reduce its military expenditures in generalf or

to neglect the effectiveness of its conventional armoury in particular0
In a smaller way? the same conclusion applies to both the UK and France

C&LauJZ-i
12 0 At the sasse time thoro are clearly profound limitations from the/-

*̂ T*-1 r,fl1 p'-Tri* --ti',r '"'ffLkr-'" •*" the/us© of these weapons« The consequences
•OTiA.Ajiy/KC.iv/1'

of their pogpiplJb tiso either in all-out war or in field warfare would

be so disastrous to both sides that it is virtually impassible to conceive

of circumstances in which they/be used to any useful effect» Where

two sides possess such weapons, it is totally unrealistic to suppose

that one could use them in a military conflict tiithout provokissg

retaliation by the other. Once retaliation had occurredB it is aleô _

irrational to suppose that a nuclear conflict weald not escalate*. The

possibility that it siigjvt not cannot be excluded; but the chances are

much greater that it wuuldo The situation sight of course be totally

different if only one side to a localized conflict possessed nuclear

weapoas. But here one needs to observe that non-nuclear countries have

at fciaes taken a view entirely different from that of the nuclear States

about the significance of nuclear weapons as instruments of military

power. Such countries have several times over the past twenty years not

been deterred from engaging in battle with nuclear States. In these

encounters, the latter have not found that their possession of nuclear

weapons has made the course of conventional war any easier„ Up to nows
indeed, no nuclear State has been able to derive any isanediate military

advantage from their possession, leave alone use them to gain an easy

victory0



13. The second question is in what way9 if at all, does the possession

of nuclear weapons strengthen political powerf or what quality, if anys.

do they impart to it? This is a much more difficult question* Nations"5

security and political power ar» tenuous concept s* There are cauntri^-;

which enjoy a high measure of both regardless of the fact that they do

not count asiong the military Power? of the worldJ It could thus be

argued, that both the United Stated/and the USSR mightx̂ n̂ oy the

domaant position which they ja>€cupj in the worlĉ oday,,, whethegxor not-

they had developed considerable nuclear arsenals in addition to their

other military

able to

affairs,

not E>:

while

politic

re also

sos ragardlej

times have been

power and eiganamic influence in

moments in re€ent history where this has

"of the great nsSelear forces of which they disp̂ s

the declinex£n the political influence of the QK

in world affairs over the pasĵ twenty years, and the increasing politic-

France in Eupdpe car*, be regarded as historical changes whi»:

ieeded independently of the fact that both countries are nucl?.->.•?

It is clearly difficult to. .Identify any national political

objectives which the esdsting nuclear Powers hâ e achieved by virtue o

the fact that they deploy nuclear weapons. Conversely., were the

acquisition and maintenance of a r, iclear arsenal to impose a ajajor

economic and technological burden on a country, it is possible that their

possession would be associated with a decline, and not with an increaset

in both the national seeuritv and political influence of the country cor

CONCLUSION

14o Since the sense of insecurity on the part of nations is the cause ul'

the arms race, which in turn enhances that very insecurity, and insofar

as nsiciear anoaments ars the end of a spectrum which begins with

conventional weapons, the problem of reversing the trend of a rapidly

worsening world situation calls for & basic reappraisal of all inter

related factors. In our Tiew, the solution of the problem of ensuring

security cannot be found in an increase in the number of States



outwear weapons, nor indeed does the retention of nuclear weapons by

the present nuclear Powers provide the necessary solution̂  A non=

pro I if*" iion agreement, as recommended by the United Nations, freely

n^fotiated and genuinely observed,, would therefor© undoubtedly be a

step ir; the right direction0

15. A comprehensive t-est ban treaty,, prohibiting the testing underground

o.f nuclear devices would contribute to the objectives of nos-proliferation

ar.d would clearly also help to slow down the nuclear arms race, Se

vould effective assurances to non-nuclear countries„ Muelear=weap©ft=

free acnes additional to that of Latin America, and extending to the

maxLmuai geographical extent po«*sibles taking into account other measures

of &m£ controls would be a tnajor help irs the same direction*

16, These aseasures are mention-̂  neither to argue the ease for thena nor

to set them in.any order of prioritya What the analysis of the whole

problem shows is that any one of thems or any combijiation of them, vould

r>*^p to establish national and world seeuritys azsd to inhibit the further

.msiitiplication of rsiclearMweapor? Powers or the farther elaboration of

•5?;.sting nuclear arsenals ff All countries have a clear interest in the

SS1 evolution of & world which silows of peaceful and stable

fcon-sszclear-weapon countries aofc onlj have the responsibility of g

their security by messtires which do not add to the perilss real or

by which they are beget; they also hâ e the right to deauand that

abstention from nuclear weapons programmes should not adversely affect

their chances of competing freely in the peaeeful escploitatioa of

nuclear powere

1.7, K This Report gives the bare outline of the disasters which would

be associated with the use of nuclear weapons0 We have discussed the

nat-are and variety of the eeonotnie burden they impose s Aad it caa b©

umiesitatingly concladsd from the considerations that have beets set out

that whatever the path to national and ixstematiossal security in the

f-ituS«, it is most ©ertainly not the further spread and elaboration of

nuclear weapons„ The threat of the immeasurable disaster which eoald

befall sankind wer̂ e nuclear war sver to erupt8 whether by miscalculation
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or by mad intent, is so real that informed people the world over become

impatient for measures of disarmament additional to the few that have

already been agreed - the limited ban on testing, the demilitarization of

outer space, and the nuclear-free sons of Latin America. The sooner an

international agreessisnt bsnning the further proliferation and elaboration

of nuclear weapons is concluded, the sooner will it therefore becoias

possible to consider and negotiate other measures of disarmament which

could help guarantee the security of all countries. The United Nations,,

'̂ Bjanmaî m.AJLu.j Itiiii 11 ̂m\\il̂ K̂̂ /msB̂ lssf̂ eesŝ ^̂ ŝ ^ the overriding

responsibility in this field. The more effective they beconss in action*,

the mora powerful their authority, the greater becomes the assurance

for man's future* And the longer the wait, the aore nuclear arsenals

the greater and the more difficult becomes their eventual taska
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GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

The Submission of two separate but identical texts of a Draft Treaty

on Non-Proliferation by the United States and the Soviet Union was a turning

point in the work of the Conference. The fact that separate common agreed

texts were submitted rather than a joint draft occasioned some surprise and

private comment, since it had been expected all along that a joint draft

treaty would be tabled. This has been interpreted as a demonstration of

Soviet unwillingness to appear to be too closely associated with the United

States in the present international circumstances. In any case, in the light

of some private and press charges about the alleged "hegemony11 of the super-

powers, they do not want to appear to be too dominating in the field, and

they might even see some advantage in appearing to present two individual

proposals which are subject to modification and improvement. They both

stressed that their drafts were open for discussion and negotiation in the

ENDC, and it seems clear that they would like, if possible, to have a common

or agreed text of the draft treaty worked out as an ENDC draft rather than

as the Co-Chairmen's draft.

"While the provisions of the draft treaty have been strengthened as

regards the promotion of peaceful uses of nuclear energy, there are, however,

no surprises in the text of the draft treaties. As expected, the two drafts

prohibit the transfer, manufacture and acquisition of nuclear explosive

devices as well as of nuclear weapons. Article III on international control

is left blank, as the two sponsors "were unable to agree on the respective

roles of the IAEA and EURATOM in inspecting peaceful nuclear facilities.

The two drafts are also silent on the question of guarantees or assurances

of the security of countries who agree to renounce the option of acquiring

nuclear weapons. They also do no more than declare in the preamble the

intention of the nuclear powers to achieve the cessation of the nuclear

arms race and to pursue other measures of nuclear disarmament in a treaty

of general and complete disarmament. All these matters will no doubt

become the subject of vigorous debate.
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Coming in the wake of a long and frustrating delay, the tabling

of the draft treaties infused new life into the Conference. Delegations,

having already stated their positions on non-proliferation in previous

sessions, had showed a marked reluctance to speak again, preferring

instead to await the tabling of the draft. Moreover, the paramount

need for having an agreed text of a draft treaty by the main nuclear

powers shifted the focus of actual negotiations from the Conference room

to the Co-Chairmen's private sessions. Despite what seemed to be an

inexplicable delay in the formal submission of the draft treaty,

there was a good atmosphere and cautious optimism among the members of

the ENDC because of unofficial information that the Co-Chairmen in Geneva

had reached agreement on the text early in June, except for the

controversial Article III, and were waiting only for instructions from

their capitals. The meetings were markedly free from polemics about

Vietnam and the Middle East.

Under the circumstances, there was little new of substance in the

respective positions of the participants in the ENDC during the period the

Conference was marking time. Perhaps the only major development was Romania's

statement, its first this year, in which it seems to have further parted

ways with the other Eastern European allies of the Soviet Union and to have

moved closer to the views of the non-aligned states and even to those

of some of the non-nuclear powers of the West.

The non-aligned delegations continued to meet regularly, but apparently

failed to bridge their own differences or come up with any agreed or united

stand. They are apparently still hoping, if not to propose agreed amendments

to the draft treaty, to prepare once more agreed joint memoranda on non-

proliferation and on an underground test ban.

While the question of non-proliferation continued to occupy the

Committee almost completely, some attention was devoted to an underground

test ban in the context of a technical discussion initiated by Sweden.

Canada also raised the question of the need to halt the dissemination of

conventional arms.
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Now that a common text for a draft treaty has been tabled, it

is expected that intensive negotiations will ensue in an attempt to achieve

an agreed ENDC draft treaty if possible, or at least a text that will

have the support of the greatest possible number of ENDC members, for

submission to the General Assembly before the disarmament debate in the

First Committee. These negotiations will proceed on two levels.: first,

between the US and the USSR in an attempt to work out the text of the

blank article on safeguards and to agree on a common approach to the

problem of security assurances to the non-nuclear states, and"1 second,

between the Co-Chairmen and the non-nuclear powers (mainly the non-aligned)

in an attempt to agree on a mutually acceptable text for the other

provisions of the treaty.

While weeks, and perhaps months, of hard negotiating therefore remain,

the very fact that the Co-Chairmen could each submit what amounts in effect

to a jointly agreed draft treaty is a breakthrough in the disarmament

negotiations. Moreover, it may be regarded as an expression of the political

will and determination of the two main powers not to permit the difficulties

and dangers of the current world situation to interfere with their vital

security need to prevent the further spread of nuclear weapons. It may

also indicate their intention to continue on the road towards detente

and to discharge their over-riding responsibility for maintaining "nuclear

peace" in the world.

NON-PROLIFERATION

Provisions of the draft non-proliferation treaty

The two identical drafts of a non-proliferation treaty submitted

separately by the United States and the Soviet Union contain a preamble!

and eight Articles.

Article III concerning international control has been left blank

as the Co-Chairmen were unable to work out a formula acceptable to all

would-be signatories of this treaty. The Co-Chairmen, however, stated

that they were continuing their efforts to draft an agreed text of the

Article. It is known that the difficulties are due to the question of

how the EURATOH safeguards system is to be fitted into the IAEA safeguards

system. The United States favours & transitional period of three years

for EURATOM, while the USSR wants the IAEA system to cover all the non-

nuclear countries from the beginning.
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leither in the body of the draft treaty nor in the preamble is any

reference made to the question of security guarantees or assurances to non-

nuclear countries who become parties to the treaty. The Go-Chairmen stated,

however, that they were continuing to explore this matter and hoped to make

recommendations to the ENDC during its consideration of the draft treaty. The

United States indicated that one solution being considered was action in the

context of the United Nations.

ARTICLE I deals with the obligations of nuclear weapon States, forbidding

them to transfer nuclear weapons or control over such weapons

to any recipients whatsoever; or to assist them in manufacture or in otherwise

acquiring such weapons. The prohibitions include nuclear explosive devices.

ARTICLE II deals with the obligations of non-nuclear States and is the

obverse of the prohibitions included in Article I.

ARTICLE III (blank)

ARTICLE IV deals with peaceful uses of nuclear energy. Derived from the

Latin American Treaty and reflecting many suggestions of the

non-nuclear countries the article recognizes two rights of parties with

respect to peaceful uses. First, the right to develop research, production

and use of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes without discrimination and in

conformity with Articles I and II; and second, the right to participate in

the fullest possible exchange of information for, and to contribute alone or

in cooperation with other -States, to the further development of peaceful

applications of nuclear energy.

ARTICLE V deals with amendment and review.

Paragraph (1) derived from the Test Ban Treaty specifies that

amendments may be initiated by any Party to the Treaty. If such a motion is

supported by one-third or more of the Parties to the Treaty - the Depositary

Governments shall be called upon to convene a conference of all Parties to

the Treaty, to consider such an amendment.

Paragraph (2) provides that an amendment must be approved and

ratified by a majority of the Parties, including the nuclear-weapon Parties, and

all other Parties which on the date of circulation of the amendment were

members of the IAEA Board.

Paragraph (3) provides for a conference of Parties to the

Treaty to be held in Geneva after five years to review the Treaty's operation

to see that the purposes and provisions of the treaty are being realized.
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ARTICLE VI deals with provisions relating to signature and entry into force.

These are also derived from the Test Ban Treaty. The Article

requires that a certain number (to be specified) of non-nuclear weapon States

in addition to the nuclear weapon signatories would have to ratify before the

Treaty would enter into force.

ARTICLE VII stipulates that the Treaty shall be of unlimited duration. It

contains a withdrawal clause similar to that in the Test Ban

Treaty with a significant improvement. The clause stipulates that the notice

of withdrawal, with a statement of the reasons therefor, must be submitted to

the UN Security Council as well as to the Parties three months in advance.

ARTICLE VIII deals with depositary procedures for the Treaty text which will

be authentic in each of the five official languages of the

United Nations.

PBEAMBLE — "While the draft non-proliferation treaty forthrightly bans

peaceful nuclear explosive devices and fails to include any

specific Article on such important issues as balance of mutual obligations,

some degree of accommodation over the omissions is offered to the non-nuclear

countries in the Preamble.

The preamble stipulates that potential benefits from any peaceful

applications of nuclear technology including nuclear explosive devices should be

available through appropriate international procedures to non-nuclear weapon

countries on a non-discriminatory basis and at a low cost, excluding any charge

for research and development.

The preamble contains a declaration of intention to achieve a cessation

of the nuclear arms race at the earliest possible date and calls for the

cessation of production of nuclear weapons, and the elimination of nuclear

weapons and delivery vehicles, pursuant to a GCD treaty under strict and

effective international control.

The preamble asserts that nothing in the treaty affects the right of

any group of States to conclude regional treaties on nuclear free zones.

Basic Approach

The tabling by the Co-Chairmen on Thursday, 24 August, of two separate

but identical texts of the draft non-proliferation treaty was preceded by growing

anxiety among the Delegations over the prolonging inaction. However, hope was

generally expressed that the Co-Chairmen would finally succeed in submitting an

agreed draft of the treaty.



Brazil wanted a draft treaty to reflect a true agreement arrived at by all

the parties and not a document privately agreed upon between the two super-

powers and submitted for passive accession by others. Ethiopia was satisfied

with the general acceptance in the Committee of the principle that a non-

proliferation treaty was not meant as an end in itself but a step towards GCD.

Romania in its only statement this year, underlined that while the non-

proliferation treaty was of primary importance it should be only a part of a

series of measures designed to stop the production of nuclear weapons, ban

underground nuclear tests and reduce and eliminate stocks of nuclear weapons.

Romania felt that otherwise the treaty would merely sanction division of the

world into nuclear and non-nuclear States. In its view, the absence of certain

countries, particularly nuclear ones, from the conference table might jeopardize

the success of the treaty.

TChen submitting its draft of the non-proliferation treaty, the United States

observed it was a milestone towards reaching agreement on the treaty which now

was within reach. All members of the Committee shared in the achievement since

the draft reflected principles enunciated in the Joint Memoranda of the non-

aligned members and in the General Assembly's resolution 2028. The draft was a

recommendation for discussion and negotiation in the ENDC and for consideration

by all governments. In its view governments not represented in the Committee

also had the right to make their views on the draft known, and a procedure

existed for the circulation in the ENDG of the views of non-members.

In tabling its draft of the treaty, the Soviet Union stressed it fully

conformed to its foreign policy of reducing world tensions and eliminating the

threat of nuclear war. In its view a non-proliferation agreement was the key to

world and European security and also one of the initial steps to halt the nuclear

arms race, facilitate cessation of the production of nuclear weapons, liquidation

of stockpiles and elimination of nuclear weapons and delivery vehicles under a

general and complete disarmament agreement. Canada stated that, while not every

Delegation would be entirely satisfied with whatever final text was adopted, it

felt that the "consensus text" of the draft treaty showed that the United States

and the Soviet Union were willing to modify their original texts in order to

reach agreement. It also called for the same spirit of accommodation from the

other Delegations. Canada viewed the non-proliferation treaty as the

indispensable first step towards nuclear disarmament. Sweden and Mexico

welcomed the draft treaty which to Sweden was the most positive disarmament step



since the Test Ban Treaty. India, while welcoming the fact of submission of the

draft treaty, observed it should be examined in the context of principles of

the General Assembly resolutions 2028 and 2153(A) and the Non-Aligned Joint

Memorandum (ENDC/178). It added that the treaty must take account of the

interests of the non-aligned non-nuclear states and not only those of the

nuclear powers and their allies.

Peaceful Aspects

(i) Peaceful Nuclear Explosions

This question still continued to attract much attention in the debate, but

a greater measure of understanding seemed to develop of the inherent difficulties

stemming from the similarity of nuclear explosives, whether peaceful or military

ones. In tabling their respective but identical drafts of the non-proliferation

treaty, both the US and the USSR underlined that such explosives and explosions

under the proposed treaty were banned because explosive devices could be used

as nuclear weapons and the technology for making them was essentially

indistinguishable from that of nuclear weapons. They agreed that the benefits

which may some day be realized from nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes

should be available to the non-nuclear States through appropriate international

procedures and on a non-discriminatory basis, at a low cost and not including

any charge for research and development. They felt that such a solution

corresponded to the political and economic interests of the non-nuclear weapon

states while meeting the basic requirements of the idea of non-proliferation.

Prior to the tabling of the draft treaties, Canada urged that the nuclear

Powers make a firm commitment to provide cheap nuclear explosive devices to non-

nuclear States, under the direction and control of IAEA or some other international

agency. Italy was concerned lest the treaty jeopardize as yet unknown possibilities

of nuclear science and technology as well as the economy of States through too

rigid legal formulas of indefinite duration. Ethiopia welcomed assurances by

the nuclear Powers that they would provide peaceful nuclear explosives at

favourable terms, but expressed doubts as to the reliability of such assurances

under present international realities. Brazil felt that the denial of the

technology of peaceful nuclear explosions made non-nuclear countries dependent on

the unilateral will of the nuclear Powers. Brazil could make such a renunciation

only if all nations would cease manufacturing nuclear explosives whether for

peaceful or for weapons purposes. It believed this right should be vested in

a single international organization.
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(ii) Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Energy

Introducing their identical drafts of the non-proliferation treaty the

US and USSR stressed the treaty would promote and not discourage national

development and international cooperation in peaceful nuclear applications.

They both stressed that the drafts they were submitting recognized the

inalienable right of all States to develop research, production and use of

nuclear energy for peaceful purposes without any discrimination and to

facilitate the full exchange of information.

Italy proposed a measure, either independent of, or incorporated in a

non-proliferation treaty, whereby nuclear Powers would transfer periodically to

non-nuclear signatories of the treaty agreed quantities of fissile material

at reduced market price. "While constituting a brake on production of nuclear

weapons by the nuclear Powers, the measure would promote peaceful uses of

nuclear energy by" all countries and make the treaty more attractive to them.

i a urged that the treaty must ensure to all States unlimited rights

and equal possibilities of using nuclear science for peaceful purposes.

Brazil again insisted that all States should have the right to develop peaceful

uses of nuclear energy, including nuclear explosive devices for peaceful

purposes, by national means.

Safeguards'.

The US and the USSR noted that they could not agree on a safeguards

system that would be acceptable to all States but they continued to negotiate

and seek an agreed text. On its part the Soviet Union stressed the need for an

effective international control system with reliable guarantees of strict

implementation of the treaty. Such a control system should serve exclusively

the purposes of verification of treaty implementation but should preclude

all possibilities of interference into internal affairs. It further pledged

efforts to ensure that the IAEA control system is adopted as it was universally

recognised and accepted by/majority of States.

Brazil and Canada held the view that nuclear Powers should also accept

international control over their own peaceful nuclear activities. Canada also

observed that by accepting IAEA safeguards, the nuclear Powers would avoid an

additional discrimination in the treaty against the non-nuclear States, while

not running the risk of industrial espionage. Romania was the only Warsaw Pact

country to support this position by demanding the establishment of an equitable,

precise control system on the basis of equality of all States and precluding
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possibility of interference into internal affairs of other States. Italy

(evidently vith EURATOM in mind) declared that a safeguards system under a

non-proliferation treaty must not hinder European efforts for unification and

consolidation of existing institutions. On the other hand Czechoslovakia

observed that since the idea of non-proliferation stems from the existence of

nuclear and non-nuclear Powers assuming different obligations under the treaty -

it was justified that a safeguards system should reflect this dichotomy.

Balance of Mutual Obligations

Both the US and the USSR stressed they shared the general desire for an

early halt to the nuclear arms race and to begin the process of reducing and

ultimately eliminating nuclear weapons from national arsenals. They were

agreed that the non-proliferation treaty had to be regarded not as an end but as

the first step towards the achievement of these measures. While pledging to

pursue their efforts to ensure progress in reaching these objectives they felt

it would not be feasible to include specific obligations in the draft treaty

itself as this might jeopardize its prospects. Accordingly, the preamble of the

draft treaty contained a declaration of intention to achieve a cessation of the

nuclear arms race at the earliest possible date and called for the cessation

of production of nuclear weapons and the elimination of such weapons and delivery

vehicles from national arsenals pursuant to a GCD treaty. In addition to the

preamble Article V provided for a review conference which would have the

opportunity to assess if the treaty was successful in facilitating agreement

on halting the nuclear arms race. Thus, while no specific obligation to nuclear

disarmament was made in the draft treaty, these provisions offered the most

realistic approach to the issue.

Brazil held the view that to be universally accepted a non-proliferation

treaty should be balanced with obligations of the nuclear Powers as clearly

defined in treaty language as those of the non-nuclear countries. Ethiopia

observed that absolute symmetry of obligations and responsibilities was not

required. In its view a definite commitment by nuclear Powers to proceed with

the negotiation of definite disarmament measures would be sufficient. India

advocated a ban on the production of fissionable material by all States and

urged that the proliferation of nuclear weapons should be denied to both nuclear

and non-nuclear States.

Canada, while recognizing that the treaty must by its very nature be

discriminatory to some extent, believed that the attractiveness of the treaty

to potential nuclear Powers depended on whether or not the treaty was
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accompanied by other collateral measures leading to nuclear disarmament. In

its view, one such measure was a cut-off in the production of fissionable

material for military purposes. Italy wanted the non-proliferation treaty to

reflect a balance of obligations and responsibilities, without discrimination

other than those that existed at present. It urged efforts towards collateral

measures that would likely encourage accession to the treaty, suggesting that

one such measure could be an agreement to transfer an agreed quantity of fissile

material, to. nqn-rnuclear countries, at a reduced market price.: Bulgaria, on the

other hand,/while a concrete commitment to proceed to a programme of disarmament,

particularly nuclear disarmament, would enhance the value of a treaty - its

primary impact would stem from the political decision to stop proliferation and

seek nuclear disarmament. Romania held it as a principal condition that a treaty

be conceived as an integral part of a system of measures designed to eliminate

nuclear weapons. It urged that the treaty should be accompanied by a cessation

of production of nuclear weapons and of underground tests and by the reduction

and elimination of nuclear weapons.

Security Guarantees

It seems that no clear concept of security guarantees has emerged so far,

although there is a general agreement that the treaty should envisage a greater

degree of international security for all. The US and the USSR recognized the

importance of security guarantees for non-nuclear weapon countries. They stressed

that they continued to exchange views and explore various possible solutions,

including action which could be taken in the context of the United Nations, whose

primary purpose was the maintenance of peace and security. The US felt that

since the problem was too complex and involved divergent interests it could not be

dealt with in the treaty itself. The USSR on the other hand reiterated again its

1966 proposal that the treaty should include an undertaking by the nuclear Powers

not to use nuclear weapons against non-nuclear countries not having such weapons

on their territories.

Brazil urged that the treaty should assure some minimal regional and global

guarantees of security and peace, warning that otherwise non-nuclear countries

would not be able to keep their commitment not to acquire nuclear weapons. India

stated that real security lay in disarmament but the nuclear powers had always

linked security with the possession of nuclear weapons as evidenced by their

rejection of nuclear free zones, reduction of nuclear delivery vehicles, the

cut-off of fissionable material production and the non-use of nuclear weapons

against countries not possessing them. It stressed that questions of security
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and security guarantees would be the paramount consideration for non-nuclear

states in assessing the draft treaty. Italy placed security guarantees among
a

the. conditions which/non-proliferation treaty should meet. Canada thought

that effective security guarantees to non-nuclear countries not allied with any

nuclear Power would be difficult and felt that only a general statement

could be included in the treaty charging the nuclear Powers with responsibility

for nuclear peace. Another solution - it said - could be a W General Assembly

resolution reinforced by other assurances. Poland stressed that the treaty by

itself would provide the greatest possible degree of security but not complete

security, as the treaty could not be a substitute either for GCD or for the M

Charter. Rornqm'a., on the other hand, stressed equal security guarantees to all

countries, large and small, nuclear and non-nuclear, as one of the conditions for

a treaty.

GEHERAL AHD COMPLETE DISARMAMENT

During the period under review there were no statements devoted

exclusively to the problem of general and complete disarmament. There were also

no new developments or departures from the previously stated positions. In

the only specific reference to GCD, Romania regretted that this all important

problem was neglected at the current session of the Committee because priority

was accorded to measures of lesser scope. It felt such an approach was

unwarranted by the international situation and the growing arms race which had

brought the world to a point where there existed stockpiles of nuclear

explosives 52 thousand times bigger than the total explosives used during

World ¥ar II.

OTHEB COLLATERAL MEASURES

General

Romania urged the Committee to consider, parallel with GCD, the following

collateral measures: prohibition of use of nuclear weapons and their total

elimination, establishment of nuclear free zones and elimination of foreign

military bases and withdrawal of troops. It also called for abolition of

military blocs. Ethiopia continued to urge the prohibition of use of nuclear

weapons as an essential measure which would facilitate disarmament in general and

non-proliferation in particular.
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A Comprehensive Test Ban

The dialogue on a comprehensive test ban continued with Sweden's

tabling of a memorandum on the control of an underground test ban

treaty (EHDC/191). The memorandum containing technical facts supported

Sweden's thesis that recent progress in the science of detection and

identification of seismic events had made it possible to envisage a treaty

without on-site inspection. The United States questioned several

conclusions contained in the Swedish memorandum and statements, Among

them the assertion:

- that technological improvements had reduced the possibility

of misidentification of earthquakes as explosions to one in

every fifteen years;

- that one inspection in two years would constitute an effective

deterrent to a potential violator;

- that a deterrence level of 10 per cent was sufficient;

- that identification criteria were effective at seismic magnitude 4

The United States said the figure was closer to magnitude 4.5

The United States also questioned the validity of certain conclusions

contained in the Swedish memorandum regarding the complexity method of

identification. It said that the complexity method could not be applied

to all seismic events irrespective of their location and nature, as Sweden

seemed to imply. It reiterated its position that some on-site inspection

would still be required to effectively control a test ban treaty.

In similar vein, the United Kingdom maintained that the problem of

verification still existed despite deployment of large range seismometers

and other improvements in the state of the art; some events would still

remain unidentified if on-site inspections were not provided for.

Referring to Sweden's suggestion for a control system based on deterrence,

it said that without inspection deterrence under such a system would only

be a probability. Only inspection would change this probability into

certainty. It urged the expansion of the detection club idea and

regretted the Soviet Union's rejection of the verification-by-challenge

proposal. It called for technical discussions between scientists of

nuclear states add hoped the Soviet Union would reconsider its attitude

to such discussions.

Sweden replied that, since a completely foolproof control system could

never be devised, control should not be based on absolute certainty about

the nature of all seismic events. Instead, control should be based on

deterrence created by the risk a prospective violator would entail
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of being discovered. Such a control system, based on deterrence and

without obligatory on-site inspection, would be effective if it operated

in conjunction with verification-by-challenge and with national stations

exchanging data through the detection club. It suggested that the

interval between now and the reconvening of the EHDC next year should be

used by the Committee to organize a meeting of scientists in order to

iron out residual technical difficulties.

The Soviet Union .asserting that the issue of on-site inspection could

no longer be invoked to hold up a comprehensive test ban treaty, reiterated

that it was ready to discontinue all tests without delay on the basis of

national means of control.

Canada said that, although the overt cause was disagreement over

the issue of on-site inspection, suggestions were circulating that the

real reason barring progress on an underground test ban was the race

in the development of an anti-ballistic missile system. It found even

more disturbing the suggestion that resumption of atmospheric testing

might be necessary to perfect an ABM system. Arguing that the ABM race

would only result in upsetting the balance of deterrence, thereby

necessitating development of more destructive offensive missiles, it urged

the US and the USSR to consider halting the development of offensive

and defensive missile systems,

Mon—dissemination of Conventional Armaments

Canada underlined the dangers of an arms race in conventional weapons

encouraged by gifts and sales of armaments by great powers in order to

correct a regional balance of power and/or to increase their influence

with recipient nations. Possession of sophisticated conventional weapons

often tempted the military in developing countries to launch revolutions

in order to overthrow legally constituted regimes. As demonstrated by

recent conflicts between India and Pakistan and in the Middle East,

regional conflicts could deteriorate and threaten to involve the great

powers supplying the weapons. It suggested that the General Assembly

resolution on non-intervention in affairs of states be extended to halt

intervention in different regions through supply of arms, and proposed that

in certain delimited regions States might agree to impose restrictions on

acquisition of specified kinds of conventional armaments. It urged the
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18-Nation Committee to consider measures to halt the conventional

arms race and referred to President Johnson's speech of 19 June 1967,

urging the United Nations to call upon members to report all arms

shipments to the Middle East. It suggested that this proposal be

extended to other regions as well. It believed that President Johnson's

message to the 18-Nation Committee in January 1966, calling for

regional initiatives to halt the conventional arms race,might be

the best way to deal with the problem.
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Chef de Cabinet

Dr. D. Protitch
Special Representative of the Secretary-General
to the Conference of the Eighteen-Natioa
Committee on Disarmament

United Nations Office at Geneva
Palais des Nations
Geneva
Switzerland
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M E M O R A N D A

ills Excellency
The Secretary-General
U Thant

UNITED N A T I O N S OFFICE AT G E N E V A

c-i-

D. Rrotitc;
Special Representative 6f the Secretary-General
to the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament

GENEVE, 10 October 1967

In connection with my cable of today1s date regarding the

submission by Mr. Roshchin to me of a letter forwarding a state-

ment by the German Democratic Republic to the Eighteen-Wation

Committee on Disarmament related to the draft treaty on non-

proliferation (circulated as document EMDC/198), I now enclose

herewith a letter received this afternoon from the Deputy Minister

for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Stibi, together with the text in English

of the "Statement of the Government of the German Democratic

Republic related to the draft treaty on non-proliferation of

nuclear weapons".

The letter and statement were left in my office, and at the

time of his visit on Friday afternoon, Mr° Stibi did not indicate

then that there would be a statement. The letter requests that the

statement be brought to your notice and to that of the delegations

to EMDCo I am taking no action in regard to sending the statement

to the members of EMDC,
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Hr. D. Pro tit cli

Special Representative of the
Secrotary-Geueral of the
"United ITations to the
•Conference- of the 1S-!Tation
Gomiiiittee on

G-eheva

Geneva, October n <fir*>* 1967

• , - : ' .Excellency, • • . - . _ . .

•' : 'On"behalf of the Government of the German Democratic

. Hepublic I am presanting to Mr0 A.A-. iloshchin and. Mr.

•Villiaij1.- Go FOG tor, Co-Ghairraen of the IB-Nation Goinniittee .

on Disari;iai:ient, a Statement of the Government of the German

Democratic Republic related to the draft treaty on the non-

•. ;..proliferation of nuclear v/ea^ons.

. •' ' I take tne liberty of handing ever to you the Statement
..- -'and"be;i1 you to bring it to the notice of Mis Excellency

• •'••'the Cecretary-General of the United nations and of the
.•..delegations to tije IG-ITation Oommittee on Disarmament.

• , .Accept the assurances of ray. hi^h consideration*

Deut flini

of -Foreign Affairs



Statement
of the Government of the German Democratic Republic to

the 18-Nation Committee on Disarmament

The Government of the German Democratic Republic
t

has for years worked for the renunciation by both German.
states of nuclear weapons. It supports all steps which
can prevent the proliferation of nuclear arms0 For this
reason the Government of the German Democratic Republic
welcomes the draft treaty on the non-proliferation of
nuclear weapons submitted by the delegation of the USSR
to the 18-Hation Committee on Disarmament., It views the
draft as an appropriate basis for the early 'conclusion
of a treaty excluding the further spreading of nuclear
weapons in any form*

(The Government of the German Democratic Republic
shares the view of almost all states of the world which
see in the early conclusion of an effective treaty on the
non-proliferation of nuclear weapons a contribution to
reducing the danger of an atomic world war0 It also works
resolutely for a nuclear weapons non-proliferation treaty
because it would enhance the security of the peoples of

The Government of the German Democratic Republic has
worked out a constructive program for the indispensable
contribution of both German states to the bringing about
of European security* It proposed to the Government of
the West German Federal Republic that relations between
the two German states be normalised,, that the use of fore®
in their mutual relations be renounced by treaty p that
asms expenditures be cut by one-half each9 that tha re-
ntmciatioa by both German states of the possession,) con-
trol or share in the control over nuclear weapons in any
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form be agreed upon and that they participate in a nuclear-
weapon-free zone in Central Europe.

The endeavours of the German Democratic Republic and
of many other European states to establish an effective
system of security in Europe would benefit from aa inter-
national treaty on the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons
preventing the nuclear arming of the West German Federal
Republic*

In this connection the Government of the German
Democratic Republic feels called upon to expound its views
On some questions of the contents of such a treaty.,

Owing to its lack of sources of natural energy the
German Democratic Republic takes a greater interest than
some other states in the use of atomic energy for peaceful
purposes o Precisely for this reason it supports th© Soviet
draft treaty binding the signatory states to promote the
peaceful use of atomic energy and providing for comprehensive
international cooperation in this sphere 0 She participation
of all signatory states in the peaceful use of atomic energy
on a basis of equality would be reliably ensured under this
provision of a treaty on the non-proliferation of nuclear
weapons e She Government of the German Democratic Republic
therefore sees no discrimination whatever in a treaty on the
non-proliferation of nuclear weapons 0 Such a treaty could
check the atomic arms race, counteract the waste of resources
for military purposes and thereby release considerable ad-
ditional scientific and financial potentialities for the
peaceful use of nuclear energy,

The Government of the German Democratic Republic
resolutely works for an effective control of the peaceful
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use of atomic energy orientated on the basic objectives of
the treaty thus guaranteeing the observance of a treaty on
the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons. It views the con-
trol by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA.) to which
th© big majority of UN member states belong as a"suitable
instrument to assure the adherence to the provisions of a
treaty on the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons6

The Government of the German Democratic Republic
rejects any attempt to prevent an effective control of the
observance of a treaty on the non-proliferation of nuclear
weapons* A so-called control by EURATOMp a closed monop-
olistic grouping formed exclusively by members of NATO with
considerable influence being exerted by the West German
Federal Republic^ is incompatible with an effective control
of the observance of the provisions of a nuclear weapons
.non-proliferation treaty since it would mean nothing but a
self-control by the West German Federal Republic*

The Government of the West German Federal Republic,
which maintained for years that international control was
an absolute prerequisite for any move towards relaxation
and disarmament, today most stubbornly opposes a uniform
control of the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons,. It
becomes clear now that it wants to evade an effective con-
trol to keep open - in one way or other - access to nuclear
weapons*

The assertion of the West German Federal Government
that it "definitively renounced the production of nuclear9
bacteriological and chemical weapons already on October 3*°&
1954" is intended to disguise the real state of affairs0 Th©
then West German Chancellor Adenauer declared in a statement*
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on October 3^d 1954 that the West German Federal Republic
only obligated itself not to produce nuclear weapons on
its,...own territory,, The West German Federal Republic has9
however„ by no means renounced the acquisition of nuclear
weapons, their production abroad or their use and the
training of the West German army in the handling of nuclear
weapons,, It has, for example, concluded far-reaching agree-
ments with the Republic of South Africa on the production
and testing of atomic weapons on South African territory 0

The West German Federal Republic has the prerequisites
for its own nuclear arms production. Its opposition to
uniform control by the International Atomic Energy Agency
can only be interpreted as the intention to keep roads open
to the production of nuclear weaponss alon© or in cooperation
with other states, and to control over nuclear weapons withia
the framework of regional groupings.

The Government of the German Democratic Republic holds
the view that a treaty OH the non-proliferation of nuclear
weapons must be concluded for an unlimited periods Only
then can such a treaty become fully effective for the noble
aim of safeguarding peace, of humanity,, international re-
laxation and securityo

In open contradiction to the establishment of an
atmosphere of confidence among all states„ which is an
indispensable prerequisite for taking steps towards effective
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disarmaments the Government of the West German Federal ;

Republic demands a "time limitation in the treaty" or i
far-reaching possibilities for revision Both are suited j
to encourage aggressive intentions. I

I
The West German Federal Government opposes the • •

cancellation clauses of the draft treaty because they j
do-not permit an arbitrary withdrawal from ito This makes
it quite clear that the West German Federal Government aims
at keeping open an access to nuclear weapons for a later j
date, i

It is not by chaace that the Government of the West
German Federal Republic raises every possible objection
to a treaty on the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons.
These objections are designed to cover up the actual
reasons for the West German government's opposition to
the conclusion of such a treaty.

The West German Federal Government regards nuclear weapons
as suitable instruments for implementing its efforts to
revise the status quo. The aggressive sole representation
pretension and the striving for a revision of the frontiers
in Europe are to be given weight with atomic weapons as
"a military potentiality". In this connection the Government
of the German Democratic Republic points to the fact tha-fe
the Government of the West German Federal Republic per-
sistently refuses to agree on a binding renunciation of the
use of force with the German Democratic Republic and fco ,:
recognize the existing frontiers in Europe«

J
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The Government of the German Democratic Republic has a
special interest in the speedy conclusion of a treaty on
the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons since the mainte-
nance and safeguarding of peace is the highest concern of
its foreign policy and because preventing West German atomic
armament is a key question for security in Europe and the
future of the German nation. It expresses the expectation
that the member states of the'Eighteen-Hation Committee on
Disarmament will be guided by Resolution 2o28 (XX) of the
United Nations General Assembly, according to which a treaty
on the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons may contain no
loopholes which could permit a direct or indirect further
spreading of nuclear weapons.

The Government of the German Democratic Republic will,
for its part, make every effort, in accordance with Resolution
214-9 (XXI) of the United Nations General Assembly9 to facilitate
the conclusion of a treaty on the non-proliferation of nuclear
weapons. It reaffirms that its proposal for both German states
to renounce the possession, control or share in the control
over nuclear weapons in any form is valid now as before. At
the same time, the Government of the German Democratic Republic
is of the opinion that such a renunciation by the German Demo-
cratic Republic and the West German Federal Republic could also
be achieved by their accession to a world-wide treaty on the
non-proliferation of nuclear weapons as envisaged in the draft
treaty submitted by the USSR.

Accession by both German states to the treaty on th© non-
proliferation of nuclear weapons would be an important con-
tribution to European security and could have a favourable
effect on efforts for effective measures for nuclear and
conventional disarmament*
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Note on discussions with officials of the International Atomic Energy Agency

During my visit to Vienna from 25-27 October, I had occasion to meet
several officials of the Agency and discuss with them matters of common interest.
Among others, I had meetings with Mr. J. Hall, Deputy Director-General, Mr. D.
Fischer, Director, Division of External Liaison and Protocol, Mr. Nakicenovich,
Director, Division of Safeguards and Inspection, and also with a few junior
officials of the Department of Safeguards and Inspection. I could not meet the
Director-General as he was away from Vienna at the time of my visit.

Apart from the specific problem of the arrangements for the Outer Space
Conference to be held in Vienna in August 1Q68 (on which a separate note has
been submitted), the main topic of the discussions was the role of the Agency
on the implementation of a possible Treaty on Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons.
Understandably, the Agency is extremely interested in this matter and has
been following very closely the developments in the painfully prolonged
negotiations which have been and still are going on in certain European capitals.
Although the Agency has not been officially involved in these consultations,
its senior officials have had frequent and substantive contacts with some of
the Governments involved through the latter's representatives on the Board of
Governors of the Agency.

The present situation, as I could piece it together at the end of my talks,
can be described as a hopeful one. It is clear that more time will be needed to
iron out the differences that still exist on the wording and implications of
Article 3 of the Treaty - the Article dealing with the important question of
control. At thesame time, there appears to have emerged in recent days a
more positive and constructive attitude on the part of at least some of the
members of EURATOM which it is believed could lead to significant progress in
the near future.

I was told by one of the Directors of the Agency that Belgium and the
Netherlands, particularly the latter, have played a key role in softening the
attitude of at least three of the other four members, namely, Luxembourg, Italy
and West Germany.

I was told that a new initiative from the EUBATOM members will be submitted
very shortly to the NATO Council, due to meet this week. This initiative will
be in the form of a proposal designed to meet, on the one hand, the desire
of the EURATOM members to maintain their inspection system, and, on the other
hand, to provide a substantive role for the IAEA and thereby make it more
acceptable. The proposal, as I have been able to understand it, will be as
described in the following paragraph.

The five EURATOM members (excluding France) will sign the Treaty subject
to one major reservation, namely, that they will not ratify it until a satis-
factory agreement has been concluded between EURATOM and the IAEA, by which
IAEA will agree that it will be able to verify the EURATOM controls and satisfy
those concerned that those EURATOM members who sign the Treaty are observing
its provisions. IAEA officials, with whom I discussed this matter, spoke with
guarded optimism. They told me that although they have had informal contacts
with EURATOM officials in this matter, they were unable to indicate clearly the
nature and content of the agreement envisaged above. They expressed the view
that if this proposal is acceptable to the Soviet Union, detailed discussions
will be held between EURATOM and IAEA in the coming weeks. I asked IAEA officials
how the "verification", which will be the central point in the agreement, can be
effected in practice and what this would involve. I was told that it could involve
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the following:

(a) EURATOM should submit detailed and periodic reports to the Agency -
reports covering the entire control operations handled by EURATOM.

(b) IAEA can ask and will receive answers and explanations to any point
which may arise in connection with the safeguarding system.

(c) IAEA shall be empowered to conduct inspections in accordance with the
Agency's safeguards system.

Point (c) above was not clear to me and IAEA officials could not explain
this more clearly to me. It appears to me that there is a contradiction between
(a) and (c) above because (a) is clearly aimed at a system of indirect control,
by the IAEA, whereas (c) involves direct control. I was told that the inspectHrs3

might be conducted by a joint team (EURATOM and IAEA).

It is apparent that a great deal remains to be done. There is, however,
as stated earlier, a sense of guarded optimism.

During the discussions, IAEA officials repeatedly stressed the need for
closer co-operation between the UN and the Agency at the Secretariat level.
I am inclined to agree that in the past such contacts that have existed have
been limited in scope. This should be looked into.

All the officials in the Agency with HHBBS I had discussions expressed
their appreciation of the Secretary-General's report on the effects and
implications of nuclear weapons. They also told me of their interest in the
proposed conference of non-nuclear-weapon States.
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7 Hovember 1967

.•Dear Sir Solly,

ISjank you for your kind letter of 30 October. I am

giving careful thought to t&e question of the >ridest possible

circulation for the Report as Kudear Weapons. I hope

tfois document vill have a very vide dissessimtioii aod 1

Share your bope that it will become known to ordinary

people -ajroagkout the world,

kind regardŝ

Yowrs

U llaant

Sir Solly Zuatoersaaais K,C.B»» F.R.S,,
C&ier Sjiestific Adviser
Gabicet Office
London, S»¥.l»

cc: Mr. Haras inihan
Mr. TIesterenko
Mr» LemieUx ̂ /
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Sir Solly Zuckennan.RcB,Fus ;*-
" Chief Scientific Adviser

CABINET OFFICE :

LONDON SW1 -. ~

Telephone •• WH iteha 11 5422

30th October

I have just received the final copy of your Report

on Nuclear Weapons - and am delighted to see it in a

form which permits of no further amendment „

I am sure you are considering all means whereby

the document can receive a wide circulation, and it is
-ff

with some diffidence that I mention a suggestion which

has been put to me that you should seek a large
appropriation from the 6-eneral Assembly in order to
secure the widest dissemination of the document so

that it becomes known to ordinary people throughout

the worlde

His Excellency U Shaat,
Secretary-General of the United Nationsc
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I HAVE BEEN INFORMED BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE

ASSEMBLY AftB THE CHAIRMAN OF THE FIRST COMMITTEE

• THAT THE WORK OF THE COMMITTEE AND THE SESSION AS A, WHOLE MAY

BE SERIOUSLY AFFECTEB BY THE ABSENCE OF REPORTS OF THE ENBC
£

ItEHS «

jet

20"THROtiSH 3J REFERIEB TO ENBC BY RESOLUTIONS OF LAST SESSION

OF SEVERAL ASSEMBLY. IT IS EXPECTO THAT FIRST COMMITTEE WILL

* COMPLETE CONSIDERATION OF ALL N0N-BISARMAMENT ITEMS NEXT

WEEK, in THE CIRCUMSTANCES I TOI3LB ASK YOtf TO CONVEY THIS

• TO THE COCHAIRMEN OF THE ENBC TO ACQUAINT -

THEM WITH THE SITUATION ALREADY FACINS THE FIRST COKMITTEE cc |

AND THE SESSION ITSELF AND TO ENABLE THEM TO TAKE WHATEVER ^ ,5

ACTION THEY MAY FINS POSSIBLE TO ASS IT THE SESSION IN BEALINQ , '• : ^

WITH ITEMS ON ITS AGENDA. YOHR EARLY REPLY WITH REACTIONS OF

THE CO-CHAIRMEN AN& GENERAL ASSESSMENT OF THE SITUATION IN THE

ENM APPRECIATES *
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PE0THCH FHoi* aseeiM* SE YOUR 4921* BIC&USI ifBtE-iw ASKS
TO IE &I&EASC& FROH BUtY IK GKHCirA FOB VEST '0!PORTANt

If IS BiriieillT F d R Q S ' T0 COI^IBEiJ HIS

UNFAVORABLY. HOWEVER PSCA IS UNABLE W PSOVIBE A KEPLACSiESIT AT r:
• • *°s<**m m/ft ff*a s*ttMP TtSiiEv s -*"?rn&A&Vti iHii4*« * '

WE H0PE THAT At THIS STASE ©F AFFAISS IN EKSC Y§iJ

CARRY OK WITH THE TOO 8EMA1HI8& STAFF MEMBERS PRESEHTLY W GENEVAV

IF THE SITUATION CHASSIS WE SMALL TAKE THE HATTEH UP ASAI^

w mm THE sis €i»et>ffiTM9eai *



First Committee
Item 29 (b)

Draft Resolution

Recalling its resolution 2162 (XXI) of 5 December 1966, in which the

Secretary-General was requested to prepare a concise report on the effects

of the possible use of nuclear weapons and on the security and economic

implications for States of the acquisition and further development of

these weapons,

Noting that the report has been completed and is available in

document A/6858,

Recognizing the importance of the implications to be drawn from the

report concerning further proliferation of nuclear weapons,

Convinced that wide dissemination of the report by the Secretary-General

and by Governments would contribute to a better understanding of the threat

of nuclear weapons and encourage speedy progress towards the prevention

of their further spread, as well as other more comprehensive measures

of nuclear disarmament,

1. Takes note of the Secretary-General's report contained in document

A/6858 as an authoritative statement on the effects and implications of

nuclear weapons;

2. Expresses its appreciation to the Secretary-General and the

expert consultants who assisted him for the prompt and effective manner

in which the report has been prepared;

3. Recommends that the ENDC take into account the report and the

conclusions contained therein in its efforts towards the achievement of

general and complete disarmament under effective international control;

4. Requests the Secretary-General to ensure that, in order to inform

world public opinion, his report be widely distributed by means of having

the full text of the report |0£ reproduced as a United Nations publication

and, additionally, to make full use of all the means of communication of the

United Nations Office of Public Information to publicize the substance of

the report in as many languages as is considered desirable and practicable;

5. Appeals to all Governments to publish and circulate the report in

their respective languages;

6. Invites regional inter-governmental organizations, the specialized

agencies and national and international non-governmental organizations to use

all the facilities available to them so as to acquaint public opinion with

the report and its contents.
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The General Assembly, . -•:.= .
" ' . " • ' . ' *.' • • "' '•'"••:, .••;$..' • '"'•
"-.'••• Having received the interim report of the ,\. "\--̂ |- •'•/'•'.
{• .: -. ' ' - • ' * "r ••c-sf ' '•
Conference of the Eighteen Nation Committee, on Disarmament,.

• . • ' ;„•(.. •;, ^ j

Noting with appreciation the progress the ENDC-v ,b
'•f -- . -... '<' '*•has made towards preparing a draft international;- treaty*:&p

prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons;, \ , ^ !'
': . - . . . -- - - - ' . ' ' <i '?£ ":

Noting 'further that it has not bee;n possible, terf >
... , • . ' * - ' ' :,..' '.".'."%! ,. f-complete the text of an international treaty to prevent4v

'•"•••-. --" *&'.:- "'" . - . , : f f l * - . , •the proliferation of nuclear weapons, :> '- -F.•]§,-"

Reaffirming that it is imperative to make further
. "' '"\ • ' . ' . - : • - -.^ 'efforts to conclude such a treaty at the earliest -possibiiig ««

.:-; '" ".'i'r '
Expressing its hope that the remaining differences
•̂"̂•̂"••' " ta i«̂ *̂ irtafc. , *»-' a. . ĵ"! •' ' _;

•'-. - " ; " "'':•'.''•̂ -' •between all states concerned can be resolved/rquickly, ,̂ ;K| , ,:

' ; ' - - • • -,\ •-."-•'is '̂.: •:='
Taking account of the fact that the^Eighteen Nâ a.onv' ' '" - ;. • -''.••,;'«.-,- °,... , '. ,-„;•. ..

. • -•?-•:•• :. • • • '• • -*s~...'Committee is continuing its work with a view^o negotiating a
."• • .•:.v:':' * .'v-'-'J-;draft treaty on the non-proliferation of nuclfiar weapon^ ;.§§<i'

intends to submit a full report for the consideration /o.§.-•;;fti&
%;,t . ••V!".'-;i-.i«:§^i'1.v "UN General Assembly as soon as possible, -,.',. : . lif'
'.!••> ' . ' •,-^.--'' .••1. Calls upon the ENDC urgently tof;continue ii^J
^ .' V?, j- • • " ' . ' - . . T *"•' ''?̂ ,h- '• " *

work and to submit to the General Assembly o'&'/or
• r'=*-v-

1968 a report on a draft treaty on the non-pfb.1
nuclear weapons,

v 2. Appeals to all states:

(a) to take ̂ all necessary steps to ~«,va..i..i..ucj,w«..̂ iip;̂ ..
- • ; • ' • • • • -̂ {̂̂ VV'achieve at the earliest possible time the conGiusion of; aa%re9,'1

* • ' '":' " \,\--.'.:•>'*£''•••''
on ̂ he non-proliferation of nuclear weapons in' accordance fp.;
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• -• • '•:-.'•. B'- •• •• ••'•'•:V!
the principles laid down in General Assembly Eesolutlon;

:'.'4r: - '^

(b) to i-efrain from any actions conducive to' !f" ,

the proliferation of nuclear weapons or which'might - ^"^ ̂ -
, - .,' *.. ~̂ *-O""f. .'*.. ,;•/»..;"̂ S9S? • '."

hamper the conclusion of an agreement on the; non-prolifSr̂ '

of nuclear weapons^ " .;; : ' v1
'£., . . ' ... . . ' • ' . ' - i .'""•>" .. ^.

3- Âjĵ hQEî gSthe President of the General

upon receipt of the!above report expeditious*! to

and conclude appropriate consultations including 'the SYG :|-": "

and thereupon to set an early date for the resumption ^St,;'

of the 22nd session to consider the item "non-jroliferatiotf']

of Nuclear Weapons"(along with any other item In which

the Assembly has not been able to complete its"

and .which consultations revea^, it is then appropriate to." IV ;
r / - - -•'.. - . • ' ..»" .':iv •

consider ( ' . • : ' • • • • ? . . . „ - -..'••'^.•^. ' • - . • • ' ' •

. '. '•- •' •&•;* *. .. •; J. !•'
' ': • • * < > ••' ----- - ."'"ifiJi- fi- ' •• r" •-•"• .- . -"in- .«-»-*• ;,; ' ',-i'f ~ ''•'•: -'.•-•^••*--~' -•-.. • • - • - :%.'•-<« • • ' . • '. - ; ' • • ;vl..•/•;• • ;'7 ^,^^v%«~ •* ,-v

\:j.'-

.. •;" !^^fe£
..'''':.': .^iV^-.i.-:."-'"'"'-..'""-^

,v -r ^ "f^i I: •' -. •*.," ;'! ^"' \

- : " - : , •-•-^••••r^S1'" >••;,• '' ^'.-r>"V'^
- • ' - , • • ' • • ' : ' ; '• '• ^J!'-'° ^.n;"--^;i:>,i
'•- ^> •'iS'-'yff ':. •\.--;"rf' -rr'
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&ATION3 BISAHMAMEST C0MM1SSIOM AM INTERIM REPORT OF THE GOMMI-

TTEEjS BELIBEIATIW &® THE iUESTIOKS BEFORE IT FOR THE

m nmmw* &w TO



REPRESENTATIVES OF T13E FOLLOWING STATES CONTINUES THEIR PAR

IM THE WORK OF TIE tOMMITTEE* BRAZIL* BULGARIA*

CANADA, mtmmm&i ETHIOPIA, INBIA,
ITALY* MEXIfO, NISIR1A, POLAND , IQMANIA, SWE1EN,

*
KINGBQM OF dtEAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND>

SfATES OF MERIfA*
t?& ̂ J A ^Itlte ITTP •rn Jtjn, £• fin.£j £« •

WON THE RECOMMENMTION OF THE eO'-ClJAISMENj MEMBERS OF

COMMITTEE SlifONVENES THE SONFE1ENCE ON fl FEBRtlARY 1S>€7

KEil TWO

TJtE FIRST SESSION gE»gEB ON tl ¥&%$%* 1MT. Tffl

IN If MAY if«f»

II? VIEW ^F THE APPRM^HINS ABJ©mNM£NT OF THE

SESSION OF THE ITNATlfNS SENESAL ASSEMBIY ANB THE NEED FOR THE

NATION COMMITTEE TO RimiN IN SESSION IN

TO EXMUITI ITS WORK ON A BRA FT N0N-PfOlIFESATI0N TlEATYj

THE COMMITTEE IAS BECIM1 TO SUBMIT THIS INTERIM STATES REPORT '

TS THE ilMTrONS SENASSlTMBiY ANB THE ^NATIONS DISARMAMENT COMMISSION.

M& FIVE.

PtJRSUANT TO THE RE€QMMENMTf0NS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY IN RE-

SOLUTION 91*3* <X3tt> THE rOMKITTEE HAS UNDERTAKEN

SONS IMSAf ION OF A BMFT TREATY ©N THE NON«

• PI0UF£RAflON 01* NteiEAI fEAFONS, REPlirsENTATi^ES PARTICIPATING



IN THI WORK OF THE COMMITTEE HAtEf'Mfit VALUABLE

TOWAHB AeHItfEMErr «T A TREATY WHICH WQULB BE IN CONFORMITY

WITH TOT BESOWJTXOM. THESt eQNTfclBUTXONS ARE CONTAINS! IN

THE MBLIt $E<*0R$5 {JF THE

THE COMMITTEE HAS ALIEABY mW SUBSTANTIAL PROGRESS* ALTHOUGH

A FINAL BRAFT HAS NOT AS YET BEEN ACHIEVE!* SINGE THE COMMITTEE• • • • • - . . . . . . • • . . . . - - .
MAS WCENTRATEB ITS MAJOR EFFORTS ON THE ELABORATION OF A

TBEATY, IT HEPORTS RESAHBlNE THE i¥OTE

OF gENEML ANB COMPLETE BISAEMAMENT, UNQUOTE SENERAL

•' n
<X3tI>» ANB LATIN AMEBIM, _ UHQU0TE

ASSEMBLY WEsr<Sl8TI©N.ai«S. tXXI>, TSAT IT HAS NOT BEEN

ABLE to BEVOTE miFFieiENT TIME TO THE CONSIBEMTION OF THESE
KAT

'Pit

TO THE i¥0fl ^GENT NIEB FOB SUSPENSION OF NUCLEAR

ANB THERMONtCLEAi TESTS 3 UNtUOTI GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION

(XXI), TfSE COMMITTEI SEP01TS THAT IT HAS HELB A VALUABLE

THIS MATTEI IN WHICH SEVERAL BELESATIONS

mm six.
smet fife WMMITTEI is
Pit
CONTINflUS ITS ¥OHK: WITH A ?IEW TO NEGOTIATING A BHAFT TSEATY

ON THE N©N*TOLIFEHATION OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS, IT Is UNABLE

AT THIS TIME T© PIOfllfE A REPORT ON THIS QUESTION FOR THE CONS I"

BEtAflON OF THE UNATIONS GENASSEMBLY OR THE UNATIONS DISARMAMENT

THE COMMITTIE INTEND TO SUBMIT A

FULL IEP01T? IN0LUBINS ALL RELEVANT BOCUMENTSg AS SOON AS

POSSI1LI. THIS 1EP01T IS SUBMITTEB BY THE CO- CHAIRMEN ON BEHALF



tHi <$8?^ COMMITTEE ON BI-
<f MATURES* A«A* BOSHfMIN, tJIJldN ©F

SO&UUEST REPUBLICS AKB WILUAM c. FOSTERj UNITES
©F mam «$©?£• H =s c

tF fffiWT fOLWWIHe BY f^SH. m ^ H
o pi* m
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